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I have one major philosophy – that is of
no-doctrine. There are no golden rules in
my philosophy.. except being sensitive
and living in the moment. Combine the
best of the east and the west.. The same
as the Vedas say: May noble thoughts
come from all directions.
1. Nobel Prize and the looting of India –
Say no to white skin.
2. Hindutva is the end of all psychological
hangovers.
3. He may either possess enough to fill a
granary, or a store filling a grain-jar; or he
may collect what suffices for three days, or
make no provision for the morrow ~ The
Sacred Laws of Manu on Brahmins.
Chapter 4, verse 7.
Here, Hindu law-giver Manu lays down the
principle of non-aggrandisement for the
priestly / scholarly Brahmin community.
They were never meant to covet wealth or
hoard. They were meant to be Spartan,
and always in relentless pursuit of
knowledge, wisdom and Dharma.
4. EVM fraud on the nation: Hari Prasad,
a scientist, clearly proved that Indian
Electronic Voting Machines are vulnerable
to fraud. Rather then correct the error,
they arrested Hari Prasad himself.
5. Beware of self-righteous idiots. They
are usually ignorant.
6. THOMAS FRIEDMAN IS RIGHT. THE
WORLD IS FLAT INDEED.
7. The science of appeasement: Feeding
the crocodile hoping against hope that it
will eat them last.
8. Shivaji’s Hindavi Swaraj.

9. I contradict myself because I am vast.
10. Political correctness
10. Looking out is samsara. Looking within is
Sanyasa.
11. Krishna’s advice to Arjuna: Stop identifying
with the world. Just play the game.
12. Nothing merges except meditgaton
Sex, Hugs and nothing matters except the final
Samadhi.
13. Hindutva is about collective growth –
Sanghachadhwam
14. Christopher Hitchins is a friend of the
Hindus.
15. Nothing is mandatory in Hinduism. Free to
doubt. Doubt is good for your soul. More the
doubts. More the faith.
16. The entire Bollywood has anti-Hindu slant:
When Hindu heroes come up, they are pulled
down. Roshan was shot at because underworld
didn’t like him. Gulshan Kumar was killed. Anup
Jalota got threats for his bhajans. Even Amitabh
went into a loss. Brahmins girls are projected
like vamps while Muslim men are projected like
heroes. Brahmins are made to look like idiots.
Hindu Gods are insulted thorugh vulgar songs.
Muslims are always good Samaritans. The
unconscious message is very dangerous to
society. Hindu heroes like Akshay, Hrithik and
Vivek Oberoi mentally tortured through media
campaigns. That bastard Salman tired to forcibly
marry Aishwarya and was stopped at his track
by Bal Thackerray. You should be really retarded
to enjoy Bollywood movies. They should be
given a R certificate. R stands for retarded.
17. Krishna’s emphasis is on the the absence of
the doer, not on the absence of action itself.
Krishna emphasizes that the doer should go,
and only doing remains.”
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18. Hit it right. Hindutva is unconditional
love, not an ideology of hate. Truth
remains truth even if media dogs bark 24 x
7.
“Whatever is visible to you, a shadow of
the invisible has also begun to appear
within it. If you stop at what is visible,
devotion will never be born in you.”
Devotion is not slavery. It is a liberation.
It is an hand to the sky.
Just be a Pagan first and everything will
follow. Start enjoying likfe. Without any
guilt
And you will end up in the lap off God.
Society is always cyclical – free sex,
marriage, and again back… very much
cyclical…
Media always spreads doubts and
suspicions and creates unnencessary
anxiety.
Always negative… as iff the wsorld will sink
any moment.
19. Sri Guruji of the RSS is an indirect
disciple of Ramakrishna used to fall from
bicycles. Some thought it mental
imbalance. In reality, it is a characteristic
of sabeeja Samadhi.
20. Humnanity is still in a low stage –
many are addicted and workaholics.
Freedom from pathological obsession
should be the mantra..
21. Indulgence and repression are two
extremes.
SAMADHI happens in your innermost
core; it is the ultimate drug — SOMA.
Panchamakara.
22. From head to heart to hara.
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Life is a sweet song but man has made it
ugly.
THOSE WHO RENOUNCE ARE STUPID
PEOPLE
22. RSS has becomee a pathological
organisation at the lower end which kills
joys and overemphasises sacrifice.
23. Life has no meaning. You give meanings
to it.
24. What is life? Existence is without
cause? Leela or Maya? That’s how science
fails to understand life. Science is
compartmentalised.
25. HARMONY : Life is complementary. It
contains opposite
Highest wisdom contains foolishness.
Cognitive dissonance life is never logical.
you cannot exploit people playfully, you have to
be very serious Turghnev’s fool always
dominates.
26. 3 types of person. Those who live in the
head. Those who live in the heart.. and those who
are non-dual. You are not the body. You are not
the mind. You are the stuffs that the dreams of
samsara are made of.
Misreporting Thackeray’s granddaughter’s
marriage – those media bastards.
27. Harvard University is dead. Long live
Subramanyam Swamy.
The law is an ass: In India, wife beating and
Dalitdom is offence. Terrorism is not. Propped
by Christians no doubts.
Subramanium Swamy on Why muslims &
christians have no right to vote in Hindustan
1.Declare India a Hindu Rashtra in which nonHindus can vote only if they proudly acknowledge
that their ancestors were Hindus
3
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2.Enact a national law prohibiting
conversion from Hinduism to any other
religion
3.India that is Bharat that is Hindustan is a
nation of Hindus and others whose
ancestors were Hindu. If any Muslim
acknowledges his or her Hindu legacy,
then we Hindus can accept him or her as a
part of Hindustan
28. First watch your breath, then your
thoughts, then your emotions. When all the
3 disappears, the soul surfaces.
29. I have said this a million times. I am
saying this for the last time. Marriage itself
is unnatural. Every dick is looking for an
easy lay. Every cunt is looking for the
greatest catch. As simple as that. Your
etiquettes are nothing but your effort to
hide your animal nature. I do agree with
transcendence. If you are transcendent,
you don’t need marriage. Osho is 200
percent right.
Well, it is not a question of beliefs and
agreements. It’s a fact. Evolutionary
biology says that humans are polygamous.
owever, it is possible to transcend –
Vanara to Nara to Narayana.
Body,breath mind intellect memory ego
and the self.
30. Worshipping traitors: The nation is still
reeling in colonial hangover
31. Respect religion alright? But what
about religions that don’t respect your
religion?
I feel that Subramaniam Swamy made a
small mistake in his DNA article. Muslims
should be given the right to vote only if they
sign an undertaking that they would not
resort to violent jehad against Hindus. That

should have been the precondition for a vote.
You can acknowledge common ancestry with
Hindus and yet resort to terrorism. The only
problem that Hindus have with Muslims is
violent jehadi terrorism. That should end. That’s
it.
ý.. and this is exactly the point where I differ
from Subamaniam Swamy as well as the
Sangh Parivar thinkers in general.
It is not the job of the intellectual to voice the
majority opinion. There are others to do it.
32. There is a great need for a politically
incorrect publisher in India. Most of the
publishers in India lack spine. When asked to
bend, they crawl.
33. At a hindsight, it’s nice to know that Harvard
kicked out Swamy. Now I am absolutely
convinced that the mainstream media and
Universities are unfit to stand up for simple
truths. Now I harbour no illusions for our
spineless mainstream intellectuals.
34. Paid media fires anybody who does not
agree with them. I am a first hand victim of this
bullshit.
35. Aryan Invasion theory was just a political
conspiracy to dominate India.
36. Satyam vad. Dharmam char.
Swadhyayanmaa Pramadh.
Satyaan Pramaditavyam. Dharmaan
Pramaditavyam.
Kushalaan Pramidtavyam. Bhutyae na
Pramaditavayam.
Swadhyayapravachanaabhyam na
Pramaditavyam.
Meaning......
Speak what is true. Do your duties. Continue
without neglect the study of the Veda. Do not
swerve from Truth and Dharma, and do
something useful in the social economy.
Achieve greatness, and do not fail to refresh
your memory in respect of what you have learnt.
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37. Once you know yourself, you don’t
need women. Your lust for women is
nothing but your own craving for yourself
in a wrong direction.
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Why Ramayana and Mahabharatha are not myths –
part of History
43. Horosocpes, astronomy and Hindu history
Shrriram’s Sate’s dating the Buddha proves that the
pseudo historians are wrong.

38. Brahmacharya and the split mind.
39. Awareness comes first. Sexual
detachment comes later.

44. When everything is an illusion, then there is
nothing to worry – Remember Nobody kills and
nobody gets killed.
I contradict myself because I am vast.

40. Spurious quotes in the net.
Zen says: Think of all the great words
and great teachings as your deadly
enemy. Avoid them, because you have to
find your own source. You have not to be
a follower, an imitator. You have to be an
original individual; you have to find your
innermost core on your own, with no
guide, no guiding scriptures. It is a dark
night, but with the intense fire of inquiry
you are bound to come to the sunrise.
Everybody who has burned with intense
inquiry has found the sunrise. Others only
believe. Those who believe are not
religious, they are simply avoiding the
great adventure of religion by believing.
41. LOGIC EMOTION and Spiritual
nothingness in that order.
I is a humble word. I have enough humilty
to recognise my own genius.
Don’t wait for others to sing your praises.
Pat your own back yourself. Self-help is
the best help.
42. It’s a Hindu world
Hindutva is not compartmentalized. It is
integrated. That is why it is tough for
western minds to understand Hindutva.
Demystification is selective among the
Communists.

45. Consistency is the virtue of the little mind.
For me, nobody is untouchable and nothing is
unbecoming.
46. Maxica – It is a Hindu world. Maxica is the wife of
Arjuna. After her, Mexico is named.
Russia is Rishipurva
47. Using Hitler to malign Hindus.
48. We are still Hindus despite Muzzi/Evengelist/
barbarian Commie/Corporate attacks.
49. Hitler was not cruel as the Muzzi/Left Corporare
Evangelist alliance
50. Hindutva and surrogate Mothers. Not an issue.
Even surrogacy is not out of the question.
51. Even Prophethood and Virgin birth is eminently a
Hindu concept.
52. The postmodernists might think that they are
advanced in their thoughts. But by standards of
Hindutva, they are considered primitive.
53. The Hindu view of prostitution: Prostitution is the
betrayal of the body. Even marriage is legalized
prostitution if it is done not out of love but for a
consideration.
Nationalisation of liquor and prostitution happened
during Chanakya’s time. His logic was great. It is
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easy to spy on criminals because
criminals thrive on wine and women.
54. Protective aura is a must.

61. The Hindu view of maturity and immaturity.

55. Buddha’s parinarvana is also
predestined. Que sera sera.

Friendliness, Compassion, Cheerfulness and
gratitude – if you have these four qualities, you are
almost God. Just a light around your head remains
to shine.

56. Muslims, Christians and Communists
are mental patients.

Outside emotions are impure. Strengthen the
inner world.

57. Ishwara Pranidana – Accepting God’s
will with love and humility is the greatest
state of being.

Generous People are always beautiful.
Repressed people become ugly.

58. Regimentation and Intellectual
retardation is not good for your soul.
59. Centering and the inner explosion are
methods to reach the inexpressible.
The heart center is based on love, faith,
surrender. The head is based on doubt
and negation. To be totally negative is
really impossible; to be totally in doubt is
impossible. But it has happened
sometimes, because the impossible also
happens. Sometimes, if your doubt
comes to such an intensity that nothing
remains which is believed, not even the
doubting mind is believed, if the doubt
turns upon itself and everything becomes
doubt, then you will fall down to the navel
center.. immediately. But this is a very rare
phenomenon.
60. Uncertainity and Living Dangerously: It
gives you a thrill.
A negative media born out of distrust lives
in the head.
If you really want peace on the earth,
create peace in your heart, in your
being
Live in the present. Live dangerously.
Drop the past completely.

62. Hindutva and Yuppies in CCD/Barista and
Discotheques.
63. Cognitive Dissonance and Postmodernist
hoax: Always doubting minds and trusting hearts.
64. The root of Hindutva is rootless.. just like this
vast universe.
65. Sahaj – be natural.
The difference between fatalism and sahaj (to
accept and feel accepted that you are a part of the
universal whole) is vast.
66. Each movement is a bliss.. if you don’t fight…
just float.
67. Muslims vs Christians
Christians vs Jews
Jews vs Muslims
How Muzzis were encouraged by Christians
How Christians came running towards Inquisitions.
68. Body needs are simple.
69. Don’t be too much in the head.
70. This Reservation bug is killing our country –
Meritocracy is the way.
71. Why does the liberal media support Islamic
terrorists?
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The silence of the graveyard is
different from the silence of joy.
72. Conservative Hindutva and
Bohemian Hindutva.
Pseudo Hindus dunk their head in
sand like Ostrich.
73. Tel Lagao Dabur Ka Naam
miktao babur ka.
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80. Hindus never attack. It is the other which does so.
81. Mental Zakir Naik…
82. The underdog leftists are dominating. Bourgeoise
Hindus are suffering – Reversal of dialectics.
Only language, nothing else.
83. Yantra, Mantra and Tantra

Sadhvi Rithambara Jai ho.

84. Satyakama Jabali.

Pseudos are Muslim soldiers who
were buried in Hindu fashion.

85 . How the Church foists Dalit terrorism to divide Hindu
society.

74. Dalit terrorism and reservations
have to end.
75. Political correctness: Your mind
has been corrupted by economists,
mathematicians, theologians.

86. Stupid Idiot fucker leftists have made Hindutva and
meditation dirty words in the politically correct lexicon. Now it
is time for us to return the favour in a politically incorrect
manner.

76. Read a rich life. Don’t die rich.
77. Projecting Hindu women as
unsatisfied. The tale of Bhamati
Indian women are emotional..
78. Those Hindus who deny
Hindutva suffer from a massive
inferiority complex due to the
media disinformation campaign.
My Hinduism is greater then yours.
Many Hindus suffer from this
delusion.
The reluctance to point fingers at
Islamic terrorism.
The reluctance to say that you are a
Hindu.
79. A man with low energy level
talks about God and does nothing
else. Sadhana requires infinite
energy.

87. Mind is still. Movement creates ripples. Ripples creates
thoughts. Cluster of thoughts become emotions. Emotions go
out of control. When emotion goes out of control, you suffer
from accidents. So reverse the pattern. Observe the
emotions, observe the thoughts. be still... Go back to the
source... That’s Yoga for you.
88. The main reason for media’s propaganda to fall flat is
Hindu Samskara. Most of the RSS members were in
Prithiviraj Chauhan’s army.
89. Entry of Muzzis into India.
90. Entry of Christians into India.
91. Mind is the source of all illusions: No mind… it is just a
by-product of your thoughts. When it is still, you are reflected.
All thoughts and activities are on the periphery. You are the
centre.
92. ALLAH & HAIR DYE: Ibn ‘Abbas (may Allah be pleased
with him) said: “The Messenger of Allah (Peace & Blessings
of Allah be upon Him) said: ‘At the end of time there will be
people who will dye their hair black like the crops of pigeons.
7
They will never even smell the fragrance of Paradise.”
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(reported by Imam Ahmad, see also Saheeh
al-Jaami‘, no. 8153).
Allah has instructed the believers to shave
their pubic hair.
93. I AM A PROUD HARAMI PAGAN
BRAHMAN.
Wed or unwed, a person is born out of sex. It
is middle class morality that created fathers.
Otherwise, there were only mothers and
uncles.
Between Halal and haram. I am harami.
94. By levelling terrorism charges on Hindus,
Congress party is wasting creative Hindu
time.
95. God’s presence is just absence. It is the
great void of nothingness.

Being yourself and acceptance is the key.
No need to hate anyyone. You can kill with
equanimity. That’s what Krishna told Arjuna in
Mahabharatha. Better luck in the next life.
ý.. .. and practise martial arts with love.. and
kick with so much love that your opponent has a
better afterlife.
In our holy books. there is nothing like jelous
god but in bible and koran there is jelous god.
God punniseh non believer and reward beliver
of these religions!!
One of the my muslim friend is showing that he
is secular, but when i visited his fb account, he
likes page- i am pakistani and much other.. its
means Hathi ke dikhane ke daat alag aur
khane ke daant aalag.
The Muslim ancestors were converted by force..

96. One FB friend told me that there is no
need to hate Muslims because her Muslim
neighbours are peaceful. Fine, you don’t rush
to a toilet unless the shit comes to your ass. I
don’t have anything against peaceful Muslims.
The problem comes when they are
brainwashed by Mullahs into jehad. That is
when they try to convert or kill me. Only then
will I take the sword.

100. Yoga and mental emotional and spiritual
books.
Yoga is a methodology to release repressed
energy blocks.
You can never impress frustrated people. They
will keep finding faults in you. It’s not your fault.
They have a deep wound in their being.

97. Selective cut and paste of Indian media:
Dance your way to God.
98. Yogic and tantric catharsis.
99. Even Ramana said that we are remote
controlled.
Gods and masters are above remote
controlling.
Physical body has destiny, not
consciousness.

Integrating the male and the female brain.
Purusha and Praktruti..
ý.. .. and practise martial arts with love.. and
kick with so much love that your opponent has a
better afterlife.
Devotion frees.. so does meditation..
Bringing the energy to a boiling point.

Regularity vs spontaneity. Each meets. The
goal is the same.
Tao and Buddhism – cross fire is Zen.

Facing the inner emptiness.
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Deep rooted hatred and sex.. no way… only love is
deep rooted.
101. Congress wants to weaken the army by
scrapping ASPA, empower the Islamic & Evangelical
terrorists through scrapping POTA and threaten
Hindus through the Communal Violence bill. All this to
stay in power and loot the country through Arab petro
dollars and the Church mafiosi.
Why doesn’t Indian media / human rights/ women’s
rights brigade condemn such a moral police? The
answer is simple. The media has become fat due to
Arab petro dollars.
102. Just as watching a sexy person can make your
wet, even yantra makes it that way.
Removing energy blocks through love and
awareness.
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Universe is Anahat Nad… It is acausal. It is
an unstruck melody.
The Bamboo flute and life… Krishna
Hindu gods have a thousand hands to inform
u that you receive help from unknown
quarters.
You live on 3 plans – head (logic), Heart
(emotions) and hara (being). That is why we
call our God Ananthapadmanabha.
104. Why this fetish for Urdu poetry? Chant
some Sanskrit shlokas and get well soon.
105. Congress just can’t escape the wave of
transparency that has hit globally.
106. The major task of Hindutva is
deconditioning and restructuring.

Surrender and the path of will.
Yoga is will. Tantra is surrender.

107. Science is still in primitive stages.. It is
not capable of determining the Hindu
antiquity.

Yoga is male. Tantra is female.
108. Why scientists, leftists hate and abuse
Hindus? They are jealous?

1.

Becoming liquid.

2.

Secondly, removing the energy blocks.

109. Whatever makes you strong is dharma.
Whatever makes you miserable is adharma.

When personal energy meets universal energy, there
is enlightenment.. not before.
Gravitation, levitation and yoga.

110. Jhansi Rani, Chandrashekar Azad and
other Hindu warriors.

Dynamic and static meditation.
Kundalini and Kundabuffer
Sexual Energy is not just meant for making kids.

Kings used to send their Wards TO THE
Gurukul to change their energy patterns.
Through mantra, tantra and yoga.
111. Westernisation without indigenisation is
bad for you soul.

102. Ashoka, Pushyamitra and Akbar.
Yoga is Energy Management.
103. When sex energy moves out, it is reproduction.
When it moves in, it becomes spiritual transformation.
You get unknown help from unknown quarters in this
universe.

That is why the Commies have made it a
point not to include Yoga and Bhagavad
Geeta in curriculum. It exposes them for
what they are.
9
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Hari Om Tat Sat – the divine sound that is the
truth
112. Sanskrit terminologies: Akshara – that
which never dies.
Guru is that which brings in light. Sanyas is
establishment in the self.
113. law of attraction. You always attract the
thing you want. If you want drugs, a drug
addict will enter your life. If you want love, a
loving person will. If you want sex, a lustful
person will. If you want money, a money bag
will. If you wanna be cheated, a thug will. If you
want knowledge and wisdom, an enlightened
person will enter your life. As simple as that.
So change yourself to regulate your outer life.
114. Great minds have met stiff resistance
from average people and media alike. It’s
quite natural for dogs to bark when an
elephant moves royally. Ergo with Modi.
115. This is a confession by all of the great
scientists; they are puzzled by it, that
whatsoever original contribution they have
been able to make is not really their own. It
comes from somewhere they know not. They
are only vehicles, at the most mediums. But in
religion meditation is very deliberate and
conscious. Religion practises meditation. In
science it is accidental, in religion it is
deliberate.
116. All scientific discoveries are accidental.
Meditation is deliberate.
117. India suffered after Christian morality.
Reason came after Christian morality.
Earlier Indians lived in the heart and accepted
God’s will. Logic has dominated the Heart.
Heart should dominate mind.
Islam Christianity and Communism is fascistic
because they start conditioning the child from
the age of 6.
118. WHO AM I? Ramana
119. Don’t be footballs of others opinon

120. Middle class spends wholelifetime
running after money and security.
121. Be conscious first. Pray later.
122. Hindus have become second class
citizens in their own land.
123. Conversion is prostitution of the soul.
Congress / Muslim Conferences - ie. Omar
Abdullah’s Jehadi govt. now promotes mining
in direct vicinity of Mata Vaishno Devi.
Murder and Rape of Kashmiri Pandits,
Taking away Amarnath Yatra Shrine land,
Thousands of crores of Haj subsidy,
VIP treatement to Afzal, Kasab and Madani,
Osama ji and “Thug Ramdev”,
Murder of 84 year old Swami Laxmanand
Saraswati by hacking in 8 pieces,
“Muslims must have first right over nation’s
resources”,
Reservation for SC who become Christian,
Reservation for Muslims,
Communal Violence Bill ............
Welcome to Aurangzeb II / Inquisition of
Hindus under Sonia Maino.
Why should anybody, who wants to see his /
her children remain Hindu, even think of
voting for Congress, is beyond me.
124. The media provokes you… while the
society suppresses you.
Reason has taken precedence. Reason
comes second after that comes heart
sensibilities aesthetics and finally the non
dual stage.
Logic and rationalism is nothing but media
brainwash… Indian spirituality is aeons
ahead.
125. Hitler and ES: An occult group is said to
have manipulated Herr Hitler.
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126. Death for the body and mind.. not the witness
called the soul.
Drop all beliefs.. Neti Neti.. The relative goes and the
real appears
127. Swadhyaya – Union happens only through selfstudy.
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Society’s emptiness in greed and power
politics.
The Raja Sanyasi – the master of both
the worlds.
No synthesis is possible and no synthesis
is needed.

Samadhi Siddha Ishwara Pranidanath

English educated fascists spewing venom against
Hindutva don’t know Sanskrit

138. Vatican goons are trying to destroy
Hindutva through Sonia’s Communal Bill.
All Hindus and democracy supporters
should oppose this Communal bill which
treats Hindus like terrorists.

129. The mechanistic view of science.

139. Bharat means chariot of light.

130. Torture by Pakistan jehadis of Indian soldiers.
Media does not report it.

The original name of India.

128. The hoax of Indology.

The easiest way to destroy a nation is to make it
Islamic.
131. Aghori, Naga Nath at the Kumb Mela
Anti-Hindu propaganda is a remnant of the Mullah
Missionary next continued by British and now
pseudos.
132. American presence is ensuring peace due to oil.
133. Even the greatest thinker cannot think two
thoughts at a time.
134. Stupid Western catch phrases: An empty mind is
devil’s workship. By Hindu terminology, Empty Mind is
good for your soul.
135. Despite media propaganda Hindus don’t believe
because it has got to do with samskara and past life.
136. 27 crore victims of Islamic jehad.. They might
have been reborn.
137. Live in the world but don’t allow the world
to Live in you

140. Identity – why is everybody attacking
the Hindu identity.
141. How Islamic terrorists use human
shields. This is the way the human rights
lobby scream that Army has violated.
142. The upcoming economy is
knowledge economy. Nobody will care for
your money and power. Only your talent,
skills and knowledge counts.
143. The fact about the meeting and
what was said about me in it, became
known to me much later. Immediately,
I felt mystified because my articles
had been acclaimed widely by the
readers in India and abroad, from
whom I had received several hundred
laudatory letters. The cat came out of
the bag when I chanced to meet H.V.
Seshadri, and asked him why my
series in the Organiser had been
stopped. He barked back, “You…you
go and attack Islam. Then how will
any Muslim come to us.” I said, “Do
you want Muslims to come to you?”
He replied, “As a strategy….” I walked
11
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out of his room before he could
complete the sentence. This word
‘strategy’ makes me feel sick when it is
used as a substitute for truthfulness.
Later on, I learnt that Seshadri was
voicing the BJP view that my articles
were “costing the party all its Muslim
votes”!” (Sita Ram Goel)
RSS thinks of themselves as
organisers. They have outsourced
intellect to other. Hedgewar said it he
was not bothered about definition but
believed in serving Hindu society.
144. Islam is a blessing in disguise.
Atleast they make Hindus alert. Or else,
we would have all gone to sleep.
145. You see your own reflection.
146. Sangh wants to manage and is
becoming a football of opinions. They are
not even free to say what they want.
Commies and others have compromised
Sangh through propaganda blitz.

One famous French journalist once told me that it
was very easy to deal with Indian politicians. Just
kick them hard and they will listen to u.
Kicking and slapping is the only way to solve the
nation’s problem.
Sharad Pawar slap is good. Harvinder, continue
the good job
The way Muslims are promoted in Bollywood…
Rahat Ali Khan is a case in point.
148. Vande Matharam emotion and
Janaganamana.
149. Sikhs to the defence of Hindu society and the
way Congress tried to divide them.
150. Barkha Dutt and the anti-Hindu hypocrisy of
India’s leading television anchors.
151. Sama Bheda Dana Danda – four methods of
control
152. Kick them where it hurts most.

Muslims can be ditched anyday by the US..
once oil is over.

153. Bhagavad Gita has become a ego game for
Hindus.

Childhood impression ansd tabula rasa.

Machismo is to pretend control over sex while
everybody is boiling with it. Highly repressive.

147. Invasion of Hindu privacy in the name
of sting ops.

Using non-violence and Buddha as a crutch for
cowardice and low energy.

Media mischief and Hindu gurus.
Those in the media suffer from low EQ

Stupid conceptions about love – it is all goodygoody.

They won’t understand things. They are
purchased.

This is the problem with most of Hindu youths.
They are suckers for media propaganda.

Hindus insulted humiliated by media
Foreigners have low EQ.

The media has made them cowardly and greedy.
It has put fear in their mind. Media has invaded
subconscious of fools, not intelligent.

English Educated Hindus obsessed with
royalty have tremendous inferiority complex.

For all those who are obsessed with nothingness,
take that nothingness and throw it out too.
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154. Buddhists disappeared because they were
meditating on illusions while Muzzis hacked
them.
That is why Pushyamitra and other Hindus hate
impractial Buddhists in India.
Too much obsession with puja.
Violence at the service of non-violence cannot
be anything but non-violence.
Those who forget history are condemned to
repeat it.
History wronged and evidences destroyed.
Namaaz and Muslim aggression go hand in
hand
155. The dreaded Maoist Kishenji was a
brahmin. If that brahmin had been positive, it
would have done so much good. But if brahmins
become negative, see what happens.
Comrades, pls don’t underestimate brahmin
power.
156. Islam Christianity and Communism exists
because mass intelligence and consciousness
is very low. When it gets high Hindutva is the only
answer.
Tamasic people can’t appreciate Hindutva
obviously.
157. There is no logic for liking someone
What is inexpressible is love
What cannot be renounced is beauty
Whawt cannot be avoided is truth
It is actually vibing
It is sharing a similar wavelength.
158. No use impressing friends. They are
already ipressed.
No use impressing enemies. They will neve get
impressed.
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Because love is apart of your karmas.
There is no logic for your likes and dislikes. You
feel first. Think later. Man is more of emtions
then logic.
159. Those in RSS must have been victims off
Islamic terrorism in the past life. That is why no
amount of media propaganda can shake their
firm belief that Islam is a religion of rape and
violence.
160. The hoax of human rights.
Human right does not apply to terrorists.
The mainstream media in India is not just
cowardly. It is purchased and funded by shady
characters.
161. If you gain in sensitivity and awareness,
you don’t need any philosophy.
162. Fight like a Samurai. You don’t need to
hate to fight.
You can fake love and yet be hateful.
Beware of hypocrisy. The mind is a great
hypocrite.
Fool the world.. but don’t fool yourself. Your
mind is capable of it. Only awareness liberates.
The dramatics of misery.
163. No, Mr. Freud, There is only deeprooted
love. “I tell you, deep inside you is a fountain of
bliss, a fountain of joy. Deep inside your center
core is truth, light, love, there is no guilt there,
there is no fear there. Psychologists have never
looked deep enough.”
¯ Sri Sri Ravi Shankar
164. Be creative in an unique way. Only that
can satisfy you.
Archimedes and Zen in water bubbles.
White skin is too logical. Black Skin is too
13
physical.
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Brown skin is emotional. Only the rare are
liberated.
165. We need a separate Institute to
deprogram fanatics of all hues.
166. Gandhi is Mahatma because of Hindu
society’s sexual suppression.
Majority of repressed Hindus consider free sex
immoral and sin… thanks largely due to
Victorian influence.
Good news for Gandus and Perverts: Some
freak scientists has claimed that man’s first sex
was not with women but animals. Our Arab
Sheikhs might be screaming victory for camels.
Indian elite looting Indian people.
Terrorists are let free. Army men subjected to
harassment. Terrorists protected and
defended.
167. Hindus harassed in India by English
educated elite.
168. Your love and sex is nothing but your
intense desire to merge into nothingness.
However, it is impossible to merge in sex. You
miss everytime because bodies can only clash.
They can never merge. The total merger only
comes through meditation.
Whatever happens, the centre is calm. Only
the periphery is agitated.
Patience and Haste.
Love is the greatest fiction.
169. Spirit propitiations.
Astro-obsessions and ayurveda.
170. You see, in our lives we have very little
love, very little affection, very little sympathy.
And without sympathy, affection, and love, we
might just as well be dead. You may be very
clever at building a bridge, going to the moon,
flying a jet at a thousand five hundred or two
thousand miles an hour, but if you have not got
the substance of life which is sensitivity, feeling,
affection, vitality, energy you will merely

become a cog in the vast machine which is
called society and everybody is, unfortunately,
concerned about reforming that cog, that piece
of machinery. – JK.
So, if I may point out, right education is to
make a human being highly sensitive to
everything not just to mathematics and
geography, but highly sensitive to everything
because the highest form of sensitivity is the
highest form of intelligence.
- J.Krishnamurti
Life is not happening ‘to’ you,
Life is happening ‘through’ you.
Life is not about ‘you’ at all..... .....osho
That’s witnessing.

171. Nehru cheated the revolutionary
Chandrashekar Azad. That is why the British
made him Prime Minister
Azad met Jawahar Lal Nehru in the early
morning of 27 February 1931 at his residence
Anand Bhawan in Allahabad and held talks
with him. Nehru and Azad had heated
arguments and Nehru asked Azad to leave his
place. A furious Azad left immediately.
From Anand Bhawan (Nehru’s residence) he
went to the Alfred Park on his bicycle. Soon
thereafter, close to 1000 policemen
surrounded the park ( They must have got a
tip-off from the sky ). After 5 hours of bullet
fight, Chandra Shekhar Azad shot himself
using his last bullet, keeping his pledge to
never be captured alive.
Gandhi was a British policeman along with
Nehru
172. 70 percent of the freedom fighters
executed by the British were Brahmins.
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173. Hindutva and Evolutionary Biology.
174. Einstein died frustrated trying a grand unified
theory. Right now there are two theories in
science – micro and macro. Sceinmce is about
theory. Mathematics is about theorem.
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183. Ambedkar and the way he sabotaged
Hindu society.
184. Radia Media Fai.
Awards meant for anti-Hindu activites.
Amartya Sen.

Mechanistic science and Hindu holistic science.
Hindu science aims to fulfil. Secular science is
only about understanding.

Demoralising Hindus is now a full-time
profession.
185. Nothingness and Everythingness.

175. Taqia – the Islamic liecence to lie.
176. The US efforts to place a microphone in your
systems.

186. Chengiz Khan and Akbar… and
Prophet.
187. Gorakhnath and Sanyas Panths

177. Drugs and fascistic ways to dominate
through childhood brainwash.

188. Muslims need Kamal Pasha badly.

178. Subliminal advertising to brainwash masses.
Hypnotising the Hindu masses and bad pressing
the Hindu intellectuals.

189. Swami Vivekananda and diabetics:
Diseases are par for the course during
urdhwa spirituality.

Thieves in the electronic media – Rs. 2000 crore
bribe
And cowards in the print media.
Thieves in sting journalism.
Mangalore bar controversy.
Liars.. everywhere.
179. Jinnah was a disciple of Tilak.
180. Jinna and the politics of Gandhi.

190. Aham Brahmasmi became a ego trip.
That is why Buddha chose nothingness.
Athough both nothing and everything are the
same.
But Buddhist monks made a reverse ego
out of
Love thyself. Christians have made life dull
through the idea of misery and serving
others.

Gandhi’s Muslim appeasement.

Bhaaja Govindam Moodamathe

181. Raja Dahir and astrology and Muzzis:
Astrologers’ prediction and pure bad luck for
Sindh.

Dialogue is of the heart. Debate is of the
mind.

The fav lies of pseudos:
It was a cake walk for Muzzis.. No Hindus fought
well.
182. Both brainwashed abroad. Indigenous
revolutionaries ignored by British and convent
educated glorified.

Both win in dialogue. Both are lost in
debates.
Shankara’s debates were only meant to
overpower the ego. Most of it was poetry.
191. Smart cell with handsome Muzzis.
Never buy SIM cards from Muslim shops.15
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They go to the sleeper cells. Even Princess Di
was not exempt from love jehad. Muslims in
Hindu areas wear tilak for taqia purposes.
MMS and blue films: Love jehadi blue films are
dime a dozen.
192. Spiritual Materialism: It is not necessary
to abandon materialism to be really spiritual –
Neti Neti Neti.
193. Vatican chief exorcist says that Yoga is
Devillish because it makes you Hindu.
194. If Hindu girl marries Muslim, it is
secularism. If Muslim girl marries Hindu, it is
Hindu agenda.
If Hindus get together, it is election practice. If
Muslims get together, it is religious.
Radia and ISI Fai even paid the media. To get
their news across.
195. Richard Dawkins: “Islam Is One Of The Great
Evils In The World”
Dawkins The Great Thinker
Richard Dawkins is one of the
most prominent author and rational thinker.
Richard makes point like no other, he is also
the founder of RDF and Out Campaign.
Richard has left many muslims to convert and
leave their Islamic faith. Dawkins has
participated in many debates. He also mention
Faith Freedom International in one of his best
books “God Delusion.”
The Writing
He is the author of several best selling books
and regularly writes on atheism and debunk
creationism. Dawkins’ book God Delution was
a best seller and still one of the best books on
atheism. He is also behind some of the best
writings like the blind watchmaker and the
selfish gene, which are my favorite too.
Richard also write on his website
richarddawkins.net

His Take On Islam
[quote]Islam deserves criticism on account
of the logical consequences of its dogma,
namely, that the murder of fellow human
beings is to be rewarded with sensual
pleasure in a hedonistic ‘Paradise’- a
concept born in the fantasies of an Arab
rebel some fourteen centuries ago. The
religion of Mohammed is a dangerous
system when the teachings and example of
the ‘prophet’ are believed and followed.
196. Chanakya and nationalization of liquor
197. The way media justifies Islamic
terrorism by lumping it with Sanatana
Dharma!
They will say all religions have its fair share
of terrorists. To prove its point, the Congress
party traps Hindus into criminal activities and
say – Look there are Hindu terrorists here.
What they don’t say is that these people
became terrorists for personal reasons .. not
Hindu reasons.
However, Islamic terrorists are terrorists not
for personal reasons. It is because Koran
promises them heaven if they convert or kill.
Remember one thing, even Muslims are a
victim of Islam.
Oh ! That is why the seculars are keen to
remove Hindu army from Kashmir, so it will
become Darull Islam?
You can also love with hate and hate with
love. When Muslims do love jehad, it is hate.
When I wage a war, it is love.
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Muslims don’t love Hindu girls. They are
using them for jehad.

Lax Hindus are responsible for unsatisfied girls who
go into the arms of an Islamic terrorist..

Mohammed and the Satanic verses.

Go to the gym, tone up your body to impress girls or
else some Love Jehadi might steal her.

198. US is Hindu nation blessed by Swami
Vivekananda. It is on our side and we
support it.

205. Sadguna Vikkruthi – the weakness of Hinduism.
Just because you are good you think that others are
good.

199. First genocide in Old Testament.
206. Embedded journalism and knowledge economy.
200. Hindu men should abandon docile
brahmacharya, go to Gym and satisfy our
girls who are moving to Muzzi men.
Start a reverse love jehad. Flick women in
burkha.

I don’t do shopping in the malls... but I am addicted to
idea shopping on the net.

201. Are terrorists allowed to live in Rama
Rajya? That’s news to me.

When you tell the truth, the pseudosecular Indian
media will scream hate.

202. The Sangh secularism.

208. My Hinduism is better then yours. This is purely
bullshit.

The dogma of Sarva Dharma Samabhava
and Hindu society.
And Monotheism.. This is nothing but
appeasement.

207. Propaganda patterns and compartmentalization.

Repeating like a parrot and robot. SDSB. Hindus
have their own problems. And all that.. Caste creed
identifications.
Hindus have been frustrated and nobody bothers.

Hindutva is not an organized religion.
Sugarcoated Abdul Kalam secularism
203. Wordsmith Mahesh Bhatt and U G
Krishnamurthy
204. RSS clichés – Kuppa Manduka and
Boatmen. Organisation.
SDSB syndrome with Hindus.. who are
intellectually lazy.

Hindus are Rishi Santan. Once we are freed off these
semitic bastards, everything will fall in place…. Our
nation is being sabotaged.
209. VISHNU’S ART: The earliest reverence in arts is
attributed to Vishnu. This is related to the art of
painting as opposed to the Nrtya, which is attributed
to lord Shiva.,Nar and Narayana were in deep
meditation in the Badri forest wherin Indra sent his
celestial damsels to disturb their meditation.
Narayana at that instance took a mango leaf and with
its juice, sketched the most beautiful form - URVASHI
17
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Narayana taught this art of painting to
Visvakarma, who inturn spread this to the
whole world.
210. Gita Simplified
Why do you worry without cause?
Whom do you fear without reason?
Who can kill you?
... The soul is neither born, nor does it die.
Whatever happened, happened for the good;
whatever is happening, is happening for the
good;
whatever will happen, will also happen for the
good only.
You need not have any regrets for the past.
You need not worry for the future.
The present is happening...
What did you lose that you cry about?
What did you bring with you, which you think
you have lost?
What did you produce, which you think got
destroyed?
You did not bring anything, whatever you
have, you received from here.
Whatever you have given, you have given
only here.
Whatever you took, you took from God.
Whatever you gave, you gave to Him.
You came empty handed, you will leave
empty handed.
What is yours today, belonged to someone
else yesterday, and will belong to someone
else the day after tomorrow.
You are mistakenly enjoying the thought that
this is yours. It is this false happiness that is
the cause of your sorrows.
Change is the law of the universe. What you
think of as death,is indeed life.

In one instance you can be a millionaire, and in
the other instance you can be steeped in poverty.
Yours and mine, big & small erase these ideas
from your mind.Then everything is yours and you
belong to everyone.This body is not yours,neither
are you of the body.The body is made of fire,
water, air, earth andether, and will disappear into
these elements.
But the soul is permanent - so who are you?
Dedicate your being to God.
He is the one to be ultimately relied upon. Those
who know of his support are foreverfree from fear,
worry and sorrow.
Whatever you do, do it as a dedication to God.
211. Spiritual sects within fanatic Islam.
212. How media promotes terrorism by
swallowing petro dollars?
213. The ultimate desire is desirelessness.
214. If you quote the real history, pseudos will
scream that it is distorted.
If you try to correct the distorted history, pseudos
will claim distortion.
Rather then targeting Islamic terrorists, the Indian
media defends Islam and brands Hindus as
terrorists.
215. Meditation is not theory It is practice
Theory is there only to tell you what not to do
The way to do it is in practice
216. Dance like the Nataraja. – the King of
Dance.
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217. Lord Krishna told “ Sanghe Shakthi Kaliyuge” .
(One or two people alone can’t bring in a reform. A
coming together is required. For that knowledge
must dawn.).
Since time immemorial till date we pray for the
world.”Lokaha Samastha Sukhino Bhavanthu”.
We strongly believe in “Vasudaiva
Kutumbakam”(that means that the whole world is
one single family)
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Rig Veda is the source. Sama veda is
about songs. Yajur Veda is about Yajnas.
Atharva Veda is more about practical
tantras.
Black Magic and white magic. And
séances.

“Vedânta” means “the purpose or goal
[end] of the Vedas

The end of knowleddge is the beginning of wisdom.
218. “No Muslims, no terror”
“Let me tell you something about Muslims,” he says.
“For Muslims, the brotherhood is only restricted to
Muslims. If one says Salaam Valekum, the Valekum
Salaam is returned only if the greeter is a Muslim.
Hinduism is the only religion that talks about welfare
of the universe. Originally, India was the centre of
education, commerce and politics. But ever since
14th century, we have been the victims of Jihadi
terrorism. Over the time, challenge became stronger.
Even today, if a Hindu from Mauritius or America
cries out against injustice, who is with him? Hence
the Vishwa Hindu Parishad.”
“The VHP was set up in 1964 with the aim of social
service, anti-conversions and other issues relevant
to the Hindus. But over the time, it developed
political affiliations, mainly with BJP. Do you think
reformation is not possible without politics getting
involved?”
219. Ah.. it is a historical corrective. Kabbah as
Hindu Temple. Mandir Wahi Banayenge. The
disappeawrnace of Islam . as it is jnot compatible
with civilization.
220. Veda Vedanta Upanishad, Shurthies,
Smruthies and various types.

Hindus might seem westernized on the
outside. Just scrach the surface, you will
find Hindutva.
221. Hindutva and Heisenberg’s
uncertainity principle: Everything is
uncertain except the witnessing
consciousness.
222. Kanada and atoms: Chemistry from
the world’s oldest seers.
223. Ad campaigns are bad for your soul.
224. Nobody will steal if there is
abundance of wealth in society.
Corruption has its root in poverty.
225. Ibn Warraq. Why I am not a Muslim?
Deoband, Moderate Muslims and beef
eating.
Screaming victimhood and bribing is a part
of the game.
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Fabricating the case is also a part of
the game.

232. Einstein’s grand unified theory just remained a
grand dream.

Commies replacing Hindutva icons.
233. Non-duality – Shankara. Eckhart Tolle.
Moderate Muslims want to update
Islam.
72 sects of Islam. Namaaz involves
Vajrasana and other things.
Islamic apostates and internet Muzis
and jehad.
Moderate Muzzis happy to live with
Hindus.
226. From the tribal consciousness
to national consciousness to global
consciousness is a long way.
Caste is nothing but tribal
consciousness.. the collective
consciousness. The individual has to
be liberated.
227. FDI muzzling.
228. Muzzis are law unto themselves.
They even detained the SP and the
police could not do anything lest they
be declared as anti-Muslim by the
media and the human rights brigade.
229. Deepak Chopra and Wendi
Doniger: Apolgetic about Hindu links
with Yoga.
230. Witzel and the defence of
outdated Aryan Invasion theory
231. Aldus Huxley.

ý”To turn away a guest is the poorest poverty; To bear
with fools is the mightiest might.” - Thiruvalluvar
(Indian Philosopher), 200 B.C.
Birth, death and relationship hangover. Nature does
not leave any dues.
234. Make the existence your womb. Vibe with the
energy.
You need that energy to achieve anything in life. The
word Veera Purusha comes from the Semen (Virya).
235. Bad science by Adam Holioake – Corporate
hangover.
Small is beautiful – by Schumacker.
Formula-Ones and the thrill of speed.
236. Brahma Teja and Kshathra Teja. Kshathra exists
to protect brahma.
Rustless iron pillars of a millennium are proof of the
Hindu genius.
Some rationalists are paid for mocking Hindutva.
Don’t bother
about Illuminatis and Gandharvas.
Michael Jackson and the Nation of Islam
237. Interracial sex – headache for the whites?
Have sex with the hunks, marry rich men and
romance with the sweet guys — opportunists among
the feminists.
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246. Nobody possesses nothing.
Insecurity is the bane.
Fear is the basic emotion that can be
sublimated into love.

Everybody is a thief. You come alone and you
go alone. Whatever possessions he has is
stolen from nature.

239. Grand Unified theory eludes humaniy
because life cannot be understood by the mind.

247. Idol worship is a wrong word.
248. We are all Hindus now.

It requires a no-mind based on watchfulness.
249. Did Jesus visit India?
Crusades and barbarians.
240. American slaughter house.

250. Reiki, Pranic healing and Kaballah.
Mystic and the Occult.

PETA and the American Left.

251. The mischief of Edward Said.

Rigth mind and the left mind – Jill Bolte.

252. Naom Chomsky and Linguistics.

Accidental enlightenments.
241. Bringing up children in a stress free
manner.
242. The problem with women’s lib and the way
to liberate women.
The days of suppression are over. Now will
come the days off expression.

Hindutva and the been-there, seen-everything
crowd.
Non-stop experiments – Skies and skies are
available for you to explore.
253. The negativity of positive thinking. Peale
suicide. Don’t choose. Be wholistic.
254. Be choiceless.

ý245. 100 percent FDI in retail will be okay
when you give free movement to labour. Or else,
it is nothing but an organised loot. Globalisation
is not a one-way street for capital. Globalise
both labour and capital.

255. Stripping the Gurus and anti-cult books
from the West.

IF CSR can be done with honesty, everything will
be well.

Stretching your body is asana. Stretching
your breath is pranayama. Stretching your
mind is meditation. Samadhis is your elastic
soul – the deadly combination of Yogga.

The US should come out with the insecurity of its
non-existent wealth.

256. Parents are the greatest criminals for
brainwashing children.
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257. Fuck is a beautiful word.
Ghalib’s lines……………….
Everybody copies, everybody reads
Osho.. but they are only afraid to admit it.
The Christians poisoned Osho – the
greatest spiritual intellectual
deconstructionist of our time.
258. Sex, Music and meditation in that
order.
259. Will Durant and foreign Indophiles
260. An introduction to American
enlightenment
Headless – Douglas Harding.
Itt is not obesity that is killing us………but
lack of exercise.
261. Akbar and Birbal stories .. His name
was Mahesh Das. He managed to tone
down Akbar. Krishnadevaraya’s victory..
but Ramaraya cheated by the Muzzis.
The loot of Vijayanagar.
262. Brahmi Muhurtha and the ways: The
wee hours are silent and good for
meditation.
263. Handling emotions
Wars, hatred, jealousy means that you are
low in IQ and EQ.
Misery is a sign of unintelligence. To be
healthy (Swastha ) is to be in bliss
(Satchitananda).
265. Nothing is a problem. Our efforts to
change the situations is.

There are no problems. There are only situations.
Our mind creates the problem through desiring.
Things are the way they are.
Jealous Brahmins in RSS trying to manipulate
Hindutva.
266. Positive thinking does not work for one
simple reason. You divide yourself into positive
and negative.. So this division will work against
you. Yoga works for only one simple reason. It
unites.. because Yoga is integral.. not divisive.
Hindus should free themselves from this ghost of
Positive thinking and go into Yoga.
267. Sex is not a problem.. anger is not a
problem.. the only problem is your desiring.
268. Most of those working in the media are
intellectually shallow and they suffer from
compartmentalized thinking. So naturally they
cannot understand Hindutva.
269. Mind is a binary computer. You can think only
one thought at a time.. That too in terms of yes or
no.
So no mind is the aim.
270. Islamofasccism is an insult to fascists.
Fascists were not so evil and devastating as
Muslims.
271. Thoughts are an indication of your desires. If
there are absolutely no desires in you, you
become still. The more your desires, the more
disturbed the mind.
272. The fascists are not as bad as projected by
the leftists.
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273. There is no mind. There is a brain.. but
no mind. Mind is just your projection.
274. The Hindu rate of fascism:
Whenever Hindus try and speak out on any
issue they are constantly lambasted as
fascist, fundamentalist and pro-caste. This
is a speciality of the unholy axis between
Christian hatecore groups and Marxists in
their joint strategy for blaming all India ’s
problems on Hinduism. While to many it
would seem strange how hardcore atheists
would join hands with obscurantist religious
groups there is no doubt that the language
employed and the issues raised are the
same, indeed repetitively so.
275. The real meaning of Swastika is
absolute health.
276. Brainwash them young. It’s dangerous.
277. To be natural (sahaj) is the ultimate.
Yoga is only theraupetic to remove your
energy blocks and make you natural.
278. Ha Ha Ha. Islam and Sweat: Narrated
Abu Huraira : Allah’s Apostle said, “The
people will sweat so profusely on the Day of
Resurrection that their sweat will sink
seventy cubits deep into the earth, and it will
rise up till it reaches the people’s mouths
and ears.” (Book #76, Hadith #539)
That’s a lot of sweat!! :-)
279. Spread your legs for a P.hD. The antiHindu rogues have totally hijacked the
media-academia sections in India. They will
do anything for a bottle of scotch and
women of course besides sabotaging
genuine discourse.
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280. The liberal hostility towards Hindus and
Hinduism, has manifested in many ways and
one of them currently is to try to bring down a
successful BJP government, that of Gujarat.
Fortunately, Shri Modi will not fall for the
devious plan behind the call for his resignation.
281. Rich Indian parasites sucking Hindu
blood.
282.Love is the birth right of every body and the
same has been disallowed in whole world, It
has crippled the humanity.It is rare to see a
happy man because he is cut from his natural
life.That’s why there are so much
rapes,murders,suicides,honor killing,dowry
killing,that’s why there are communal /racist
and regional problems Once love is accepted
and respected,80% of problems will be
gone.and there should be no marriage,
Marriage is nothing better than prostitution,as
long as two people feel love they live together,
the moment anyone feels that now we ar
becoming formal,they can separate with
thanks,no quarrel,no enmity. Govt should take
care of children,their schooling and every thing.
If two young persons are willing to live together,
Government has no right to interfere in it.Love
should be the base of society,not the law.
Law should be at the service of love”.. That’s
Osho for you.
283. A great idea is ridiculed first, abused later
and finally accepted.
284. The problems with Sangh Parivar:
Organising a disparate Hindu society requires
great skill. It has to be done with élan. They
are very much footballs of public opinions.
285. Sick abuses of the sick pseudos in the
23
mainstream India/academica.
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286/ Creation, Preservation and destruction
– The unavoidable.

298. Perversion of India’s political parlance:
In India, the Left fascists have made abuses
out of ordinary words.

287. Sometimes the Sangh Parivar gets
jealous and blocks other Hindu organizations
from doing their duty.

299. FDI and Congress party – A O Hume..
Ventilator for Indan frustration.

288. Moving beyond clichés – A quantum
leap into the unknown.
289. Misusing words and making it abuse.
290. Commie discourse and the illogical
abuse of RSS as fascist.
291. The left obsession Whevenever
anybody differs with you, decry them as
facists.
292. so long as you continue to have anger in
you, you will continue to devour non-veg food.
293. Sufis tortured by Muslims.
294. SURYANAMASKAR is the basic
strength.
295. Even Muslims in India are Hindus –
Mohan Bhagwat: That is because Hindu has
got more to do with geography and attitude.
296. Irshad Manji and Islam: Lesbianism and
Koran.. correlations are stupid.
297. The meaning of the word Secular and
Communal: Secular means worldly.
Communal means of the community.
However, in India, it has been made a sick
political jargon.

300. Chanakya is the father figure of all
Indian brains.
301. Arundatti Roy’s condoms and fuck fest
in the name of Narmada Bachao.
302. A few lessons for those who equate
Bhagavad Gita with Koran.
303. Sahaj – be with the natural. Don’t
expect the supernatural. That is nothing but
big ego.
304. That is why Zen will stay forever. Call it
Dhyana or whatever. Zen is the religion of the
future.
305. Who is behind conversion? Rs. 1700
crore for conversion through all agencies..
306. The Congress Party welcomes FDI
because the Congress founder is FDI
(Foreign Direct Informer) — A O Hume. Even
now the Congress is headed by FDI Sonia.
307. The Smart Cell of the Muslim terrorists.
·
They are good in PR and they usually
employ highly educated people to net hiprofile girls.
·
.. and of course, with Hindu names. ..
highly possible. There is something called as
Taqia — the Islamic licence to lie.
308. If you oppose fraudulent conversion in
India, you are called fascist.
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309. Your last thought takes you to the next birth.
310. Suppressed energies lie in the stomach. That is
how Kapala Bati can cure.
311. We are not lakir ka fakirs to stand by outdated
passage in outdated books. We can change anytime.
There is something called as swadharma which
Muzzis don’t understand.
312. Moral relativity: Same things become good or
bads depending on the context. There is no
readymade answer in life.
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as preposterous as saying that Muslims
poisoned the Prophet.
322. Narendra Modi For PM India’s
spiritual heritage is the only way out from
the problems like terrorism and global
warming. We’ll need to accept and learn
to take pride in our spiritual heritage. :
Narendra Modi
323. When it comes to Hindutva, the
Sangh Parivar dodges serious issues.
324. Call to seduce Sikh girls to Islam.

313. There are those who exclusively come to help
others. They are the avatara purushas. They don’t
have any agenda.

325. Read Walter Anderson and Shridhar
Damle– Brotherhood in Saffron. That’s
one of the best book on RSS.

314. Hindu nationalists have two aims: To preserve
spiritual traditions. To check the hate ideologys of
Abrahmic religions, Communists and Capitalists.

326. Martial arts is not about fighting the
other. It is a fight with yourself.

315. Swayameva Mrugenreta – The Lion does not
require a certificate of royalty. I Dr. Keshav Baliram
hedgewar declare this as a Hindu Rashtra.

327. 3 types of dharma – Sanatana
dharma, vyakti dharma, Samaja dharma.
328. Sexy dance and spiritual dance.

316. Why the Sangh Parivar is anti-intellectual.

329. Sexy music and spiritual music.

317. When the pseudos sought to ban BJP for using
Hindutva. However, the efforts failed.

330. Sick art and fine art: Anything which
elevates is spiritual. Anything which
depresses is about sex.

318. Only ranting against Hindu superstitions while
respecting Islamic sentiments.

331. Technology in ancient India – great..
but no propaganda.

319. Hyderabad Nizams and the Kerala Moplas
320. Ayodhya/ Godhra videotapes used to brainwash
journalism students

332. Diversity in India is considered
division. Unity is considered fanaticism –
the sick Indian media’academics.

321. I was shocked to hear respectable Muslims and
leftists say that 9/11 was an insider job. Now that is

333. Why leftists hate Sanskrit.
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334. Bill Gates, Steve Jobs and Hindutva.
335. When Varun Gandhi was put behind bars
as a revenge for Sanjay’s Islamic excesses.
336. Who fucked whom to create whom? The
dynastic politics in India.
337. The Hindu wisdom by Sushma Londhe.
Nice website. Read it.
338. Insurance for kafir and Mommin and
Christian is different.. so also women.

Pak due to Islamic terror are made to
leave by the Congress Government.
349. Om Namo Bhagavathe Vasudevaya.
(May God come and stay in my heart).
350. To be fair on the Prophet, there were
great qualities about him. He was a
compassionate man and a team player.
He really inspired. However, he was cold
and ruthless in war.
351. Non-duality should not be confused
with monotheism.

339. Will Durant and Geert Wilders
340. Moropant Pingle – politics is like toilet

352. t Cathartic abuses are good for your
soul.

341. Aligning with Abrahmic terrorists pays in
India after all they receive 1,700 crores every
year for conversion.

353. All intellectuals are great fuckers. I
don’t know how many underwears need to
be pulled in order to write a great book.

342. Mahalonobis, Krishna Menon and Nehru –
3 persons who spoilt India

354. Amarnath and Jammu Hindus.

343. Simple acceptance off fear drives it away.
Alow it to be. Allow the illusions to fall.
344. Pornography exists because your mind is
nothing but a blue film.
345. Balraj Madhok and Atal – the stand off.
346. Lust love fear are nothing but thoughts,
rather a cluster of thoughts, and thoughts go for a
six in zen.
347. Politics is like toilet. Use it for a shit and
pee..but don’t sleep there.
348. Bangaldeshi Muslims are given ration cards
and citizenship.. but Pakistani Hindus who flee

355. Indulgence and repression are two
ends. Witnessing is the middle point.
356. Desires don’t end until you awake.
This is what Buddha said.
357. If you can’t appreciate Osho
Rajneesh, do a Sri Sri course... slowly
slowly Osho will sink in.
358. If you can’t appreciate RSS, then
stay in Muslim ghetto for just one week
with your wife and children.
359. Lust love and fear are nothing but
thoughts and thoughts go for a six in Zen.
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360. There are 4 persons having sex while two
are making it. You and your ideals. Sleep
Walkers. And walking sleepes.
361. Sometimes you feel dizzy when you omit
your thoughts to face the inner void.
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371. Athi Vinaye Doortha Lakshanam – Too
much huimility is a hallmark of cunningness.
372. Vinasha Kale Vipareeta Buddhi. – tragedy
invites weird behaviour.
373. The wisdom of India can never go wrong.

362. Sweet lies are greater then truth.
363. Feel first. Think later. Man is an
emotional being.

374. The human problem is psychosomatic. Mix
of body, mind.. That is why the insistence on
transcendence.

364. Logic is a great prostitute. It can be
turned either ways.

375. Local RSS leaders converting brave
Hindus into impotent cowards – Dara Singh.

365. Most of the intuition took place in lazy
moments.

376. How local RSS leaders tried to stifle
Intellectual Creativity among young Hindus for
the simple reason that they don’t have brains
themselves?

366. Why Army, Police, Communists and RSS
men don’t have brains? Regimentation kills
creativity.
367. MBA clichés are dime a dozen. It needs
to be cracked. Practical experience is diff.
368. Yoga and Pranayama makes your
sexuality dormant. I can say this from practical
experience. However, it does not make you
impotent. You have the ability to recall.
However, if you go deep enough, it will go
forever. That is why Shankaracharya had to
enter another body just to have sex.
369. To transform lonely sickness into the joy of
aloneness is Yoga.
370. Yogi is never alone. So long as there is
the earth beneat your feet and the sky as roof,
you are never lonely.

377. After every Baithak, the RSS Pracharaks
and senior activists laugh HA HA HA. All the
Baithaks are boring bores.
378. The political correctness off RSS: Typical
RSS baudhik patterns: Don’t blame the Muslims.
Blame ourselves.
379. Changing partner is good for your soul.
380. I support free sex despite being a spiritual
Hindu?
381. When you are strong, nothing matters.
Nobody will dare to raise their fingers. However,
when you are weak. Even a coward will shit on
your head.
382. Most of the seduction takes place through
the Eyes. See the male eye - it has a
peneterating push. See the female eyes — it is
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has a pull. BTW, you need not go full distance
in sex. Even holding hands and seeing eye to
eye can complete the energy circle.

393. Hindu Help line is a nice idea.

383. Logic is a prostitute. It can turn either
way.

394. Hindus are Intellectual pygmies
brainwashed by anybody and anyone – that’s
the problem.

384. Forget the girls, even Hindu boys are
trapped in Love jehad due to Muzzi
homosexuals. So Hindu boys, guard your ass.

395. Even the local RSS leaders told me that I
am a negative person spreading hate! That’s
really the heights of pseudosecularism in RSS.

385. Mother Earth and Father Sky are always
with you. You are in between. The day you
realise that you don’t need any other company.

396. The reward of Muslim appeasement:
False terrorism charges

386. Empowerment, not enslavement. Love,
not domination is the key. But the human
history had it the other way. That’s the
problem.
387. Sleeper cells of the Islamic terrorists: You
can find it in unlikely places.
388. How leftists made it a fashion to reject
religion and call oneself a humanist.
389. A US FORENSIC EXPERT HAS
CLARIFIED ON NITHYANANDA TAPES as
“not genuine and authentic” Many Indian
Media houses were giving a 24X& coverage
when tapes were published but now the
impotent media can’t bare the truth i guess.

397. Now the Pracharaks are doing
conventional Pariharas to escape the left
charges of “terrorism”. RSS Muslim Manch
chief Indresh Kumar now worshipping virgins
traditionally following astro advice.
398. Unreadable Communist prose: They
make it unreadable deliberately so that Hindus
can be fooled.
399. I was a Hindu. I am a Hindu... and I wil
always be a Hindu.. because I know the value of
Swadharma. Only Hindu dharma can provide it..
others can only subject me to stupid laws. For
those who don’t know what Swadharma is, it is
the freedom to be oneself.
400. Hindutva is beyond caste.

390. Dalai Lama to Chinese: It is Indian dal n
chapati that has built this body. I am mentally
and physically a son of India.

401. Anti-Hindu professionals: Theya re there
everywhere and they are either paid for it or
totally brainwashed..

391. Bluefilm dummy of Raghaveshwara
Bharathi.

402. Padres brainwashing Hindus in their
convents.

392. Facebook victims off Islamic jehad.

403. Big issue about a small tissue. – Virginity.
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404. The dream is real so long as you are
dreaming it it – Chuang Tsu.
405. What you resist persists. So drop it
and surrender.
406. Sonia Gandhi’s Swiss Bank
accounts.
407. Alcohol is very neutral. It has nothing
to do with the dramatics of the society. It
just brings forth your real self So if you are
loving, it makes you more loving. If you are
hateful, it makes you more hateful.
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414. The quranic concept of war and Jewish
Journalist Daniel.
415. The bogey of anti-RSS. If anybody questions
Congress, they say that it is RSS. The congress tried
to link Madhyapradesh Lokayukta Mr. P P Naoelkar
to RSS(Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh by releasing
a “morphed” photograph that shows him sporting the
RSS uniform ..Forensic Lab found it to be a FAKE ..
Now Congress has written a letter to President of
India & Sangh Pramukh requesting then not to take
any legal steps on Congress. During a debate on the
no-confidence motion moved by the Opposition, MLA
Kalpana Parulekar accused the ombudsman of
having RSS links and flashed a photograph to shore
up her argument.

408. Hindutva is not a religon. It is an
attitude.

416. The genesis of anti-brahminism

409. Why Gandhi was not awarded the
Nobel.

417. Ambedkar and the anti-Hindu blackmail after he
swallowed british funds.

410. JAI SHREE RAM: ISLAM WENT TO
IRAN, 100% MUSLIM IN 15 YEARS. IRAQ
IN 21 YEARS. EGYPT IN 17 YEARS. BUT
EVEN AFTER 800 YEARS INDIA IS
STILL 83% HINDUS. SUBRAMANIAN
SWAMY.

418. Sikh Gurus and the appeasement.

411. It is political correct to write the
harassment of Dalit families, Muslim
families? Will anybody enlighten me about
the harassment of brahmin families?
412. Brahmins are the Dalits of today.
Majority of those working in Sulabh
Sauchalaya are Brahmins.
413. Shivaji, Tanaji and his gorpads.

419. Vande Matharam and Shah Imam Bukhari and
Nelson eyed media.
420. THe problem with the present day Hindus is that
they don’t know Hindutva.
421. Lobbyists of various hues. Zaid Hamid “ we
will kill all brahamins” www.youtube.com pakistani
think tank zaid hamid threatens brahamins. In recent
interview he confirmed that he will kill all all
brahamins of INDIA
422. Bomb blasts in holy places to denigrate Hindu
faith – Sankat Mochan, Kashi et al.
423. Creating Stampedes is also a part of jehad.
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424. Farting Khushwant Singh and
Suryanarayana Rao: Khushwant did give a
large Hindutva dose thanks to his close
relationship with senior RSS leader K.
Suryanarayana Rao.
425. American terrorism in India works via
Baptist church in the North East.
426. Only the labour class works hard. We
should work smart.
427. We are not machines meant for working.
428. Hindutva has a wider angle then
secularism. Hindutva is universal in
approach.
429. Pope Pius: Caste itself is a Portugese
word. In a way, Christians coined and
distorted the word “Casta” with a view to
divide and rule Hindu society. Even today,
these Abrahamic cults receive more then Rs.
1400 crore every year fro conversion
activities.
430. Remember I have seen poor brahmins.
Nobody is bothered about them. Everybody
wants to divide Hindu society in the name of
caste. These Dalit lobbies are backed by
Chrisian misionaires with a view to divide
Hindu society.. Remember, Vatican receives
crores for conversions.
431. The word fascism has been used as a
stick to beat Hindu soceity with although it has
got nothing to do with Hindutva.
432. Hindutva is not about divide and rule,
unlike Christianity, Islam, Communism and the
Corporates. Hindutva is integral not divisive.
433. Hindutva is not a fairy tale. It is the secret
of the world’s oldest surviving civilization.

434. Hindutva is like life — contradictory. You
need lot of wisdom to gauge it.
435. I know better then you — It is alwsays
dangerous to your soul.
436. Logic is not as great as emotions.
Reasoning is not as great as lovemaking.
437. Atheism is good. It empties you of all the
belief system. However, that is half the work. It
has to be filled with love. That can be done
through Yoga.
438. Atheism is a part of Hindutva. Charvaka –
a great Hindu rishi – said. There is no God, no
heaven, no after life. So enjoy and celebrate
life.
439. Anger, lust, jealousy and other negative
emotions can be removed thorugh yoga,
pranayama and other energy balancing
exercises.
440. Sri Sri Ravishankar did it and reformed
some ex=Naxalite and even a Islamic terrorist
Afroze — if you remember.
441. The Arabs are not happy!
They’re not happy in Gaza.
They’re not happy in Egypt.
They’re not happy in Libya.
They’re not happy in Morocco.
They’re not happy in Iran.
They’re not happy in Iraq.
They’re not happy in Yemen.
They’re not happy in Afghanistan.
They’re not happy in Pakistan.
They’re not happy in Syria.
They’re not happy in Lebanon.
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So, where are they happy?
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demolition. Ayodhya is a creative demolition at
the service of history.

They’re happy in England.
They’re happy in France.
They’re happy in Italy.
They’re happy in Germany.
They’re happy in Sweden.
They’re happy in the USA.
They’re happy in Norway.
They’re happy in every country that is not
Muslim.

447. Long gowned padres have ensured that their
Hindu wards have a subtle Christian blood flowing
in their vein. The dehypnosis has to be even more
subtle.

And who do they blame?
Not Islam.
Not their leadership.
Not themselves. THEY BLAME THE
COUNTRIES THEY ARE HAPPY IN!

450. IF RAM TEMPLE IS NOT BUILT IN
AYODHYA, THEN WHERE THE HELL SHOULD
WE BUILD IT? IN MECCA? IN VATICAN OR
MOSCOW? ALL THOSE HOWLING MUZZIS,
EVANGELISTS AND COMMIES SHOULD HAVE
THEIR SECULARISM FIXED .

442. The teachings of the Gita are broad,
universal and sublime.
They do not belong to any cult, sect, creed,
age or country. They are meant for the
people of the whole world. Based on the
Upanishads- the ancient wisdom of the
Seers (Rishis) and saints- the Gita
prescribes methods that are within the
reach of all. It has message of solace,
peace, freedom. Salvation and perfection
for all human beings.

451. December 6 is Hindu Dignity Day. We can’t
take any shit from Islamic terrorists any more.

443. Pak pimp Javed Akthar – speech
writer for Sonia
444. Sangh singers at Lokpal meet
445. Relationships bsed on frustration does
not last.
446. The great litterateur VS Naipaul said
that Babri Demolition is a historical
corrective. He is right. We have the right to
rebuild our Temples that were demolished
by the Muzzi barbarians. It is a creative

448. The RSS mischief in Kerala to counter the
Communist goons.
449. Bajrang Dal boys: Homosexuality and
paedophilia. Sanjay Joshi caught in action.

452. Ek Dakkah aur do.. Babri Masjid Tod do..
Tel Lagao Dabur ka. Naam Mitao Babur ka.
(Flashback slogans from the prime of the Ayodhya
moments)
453. Sadhiv Rithambara’s story about Muzzis
reborn as pseudosecularists.
454. If Hindus are not strong, Muslims will torture
anydays. Remember.. the Koran tells them to
convert or kill or torture to the max. The demolition
took place due to Muslim intransggience to
concede to Ram Bhakt’s pleas to have their holy
Temple restored.
455. Atheism is good. It empties you of all the
belief system. However, that is half the work. It has
to be filled with love. That can be done through
Yoga.
456. Hindutva is like life — contradictory. You
need lot of wisdom to gauge it. Hindutva is not a
fairy tale. It is the secret of the world’s oldest
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surviving civilization Hindutva is beyond humanity —
It also cares about animals, plant, nature.
457. The Congress was very much happy whwen it
subjected Hindu organisatiosn to character
assassination through the mainstreawm mkedia.
Now the Congress is facing the music through
internet Hindus. Hoo La La. Let us see which is
greater — the character assassination of the
mainstream Indian media or the character
assassination of Internet Hindus?
458. Colonial hangover among Hindus.
459. What this bitch does not say is that the
leftists have hijacked mainstream Indian media.
460. Twitter / Sagarika Ghose: RSS, sangh
outfits use Twi ...
twitter.com
RSS, sangh outfits use Twitter and FB extremely
well..this is one phoren invention they have made
their own! Cong, Left lags behind.
461. YESTERDAY, I MET TWO CONVENT
BRAINWASHED HINDUS — ONE FEMALE,
ANOTHER MALE. ONE TOLD ME THAT WE
HAVE TO BE THANKFUL TO CHRISTIANS FOR
SAVING US FROM MUSLIMS. ANOTHER TOLD
ME THAT THERE IS NO USE STICKING TO HINDU
IDENTITY. I CHUCKLED BECAUSE THEY DIDN’T
KNOW THAT I AM AN OUTSIDER AMONG THE
INSIDERS.
462. Today morning I woke up at 5 am and I could
hear the Mullah rant — Allah O Fuckbur. These thick
skinned buffaloes don’t realise that they are
disturbing my early morning walk.
463. Weak minds are attracted towards meat,
alcohol, sensuality and womanizing. But O nonviolent mind, you focus your mind towards the world
in same manner as a mother cares for her child.
Atharvaveda 6.70.1:

464. A sure fire method to dominate
humanity is to give it impossible
ideals.. That is what religions did by
prescribing celibacy.
465. Sex makes your breath go hot
and fiery. Pranayama makes your
breath cool. When you have control
over your breath, you can control your
sex. Not otherwise.. Impossible...
Once you have your breath under
control, you just can’t ejaculate. Sex is
always hot. It is never cool. God is
always cool.. never hot.
466. In a Jehadi Talibanic Islamic
society, it is socially acceptable to
rape women of other faiths. That’s the
greatest incentive the society can give
to a man — the right to rape. If I were
uneducated and stone hearted, I
would have gleefully accepted the
offer. The problem is that I am not. I
can seduce... but rape is out of
question. This is exactly what
happened in Kashmir. The ISI sent
Muzzi men into Kashmir stating that
they were free to rape daughters of
Kashmiri Pandits. That was the
greatest incentive for them. Now,
Kashmir is totally Islamic... so what do
our hot Islamic terrorists do? Now they
are raping Muslim women in Kashmir..
and our Kashmir Muzziz are seething
with rage. Delicate situations. When
women of other faiths end, then you
have to rape your own women...
because rape has become a habit. Is
it not?
467. Opposing a fucking ideology is
not fascism.
468. Convent Hindus are the source
of pseudosecularism. Mark my words.
St. Stephen and JNU is more
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dangerous then Madrasas and Seminaries...
Madrasas and Seminaries create fanatics. Convents
hynotise the Hindus into soft-Hinduism which
ultimately becomes namby-pamby, docile and
cowardly.
469. If a wrong person enters your life, do an
introspection. There might have been a tumour in
your heart which has attracted the tumour in your life.
470. So long as there is colonial hangover, we will
continue to be exploited.
471. Hey Ram. Ram is that soundless sound of
existence which reverberates in every speck of
existence. He is here, there and everywhere. Jo ghat
ghat mein ramtha hain woh Ram.
Ek Ram Dasharath ka beta
Ek Ram Ghat Ghat mein Baitha
Ek Ram ka Sakal jag pasara
Aur ek Ram hain sab se nyara
One Ram is the King of Ayodhya
One Ram is omniscient
One Ram is spread throughout existence
and another Ram is the most Lovable
(From Ghat Ramayan by Tulsi).
472. Feed the padre and he will poison you. Kick
him where it shurts most and he will lick your feet.
473. Choren barna vodla bhava. (This is what the
Muslim Moplas scream when they are hit hard during
communal violence). Since I happen to be in
Mangalore, I am witness to this.
474. Has Sangh Parivar ditched Hindu society?
Dara Singh is furious.
475. Harvard’s credibility has been tarnished beyond
repair. If you can’t stand upto simple truths, what is
the use of your prestige.
476. The master of emotions? - Can you laugh at
will, cry at will, be angry at will?
477. Evolution is only a theory, not a theorem.
478. When these Congress bastards hurt Hindu
sentiments, they did not have religious sentiments.
Let the media tone down its anti-Hindu stand. Then
we internet Hindus will slow down on anti-Congress/
Muzzi /evangelical slangs. How about a compromise
now, Mr. Sibal? Or you still want to be dictator.
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479. Muzzi men were flicking Hindu girls in
disco? Once they got it, now there is no
disco in Mangalore.
480. Why get stuck on theory? Be whole,
that’s what Upanishads say.
481. No semantics.. but sadhana.
482. The antiquity of Jains is as long as
that of Sanatanis.. Rishab Dev is also as
old.
483. The difference between Jains,
Hindus and Buddhists in a religious sense.
Jains believe only in soul. Hindus believe
in both soul and God. Buddhists neither
believe in the soul nor God… They believe
in eglolesness nothingness (niravana).
Just a matter of attitude.
484. Some of the funny nuances of English
culture – New year comes in the middle of
the year.
485. Vasydauva Kutumbakam Krunavanto
Vishwmaryam Hindutva is about evolution.
486. Reservations to break the nation.
Meritocracy is the way out.
487. Sanskrit – the oldest and the
foremost.
488. Those who are paid for denigrating
Hindus will not live long.
489. 3 cheers to the defenders of Hindutva
through the ages.
490. Nobody follows Commies. They are
dead.
491. Communism with meditation and
love would have worked.
492. The Sangh Petty Mind and
parsimony: This is what Sitaram Goel
said. Read him.
493. Boddhisattwa: The man who is ever
at the service of universal love.
494. Individualism or collectivism.
495. Muzzi ghettos stink.
496. The way pseudos try to divide Hindu
society.
497. Valentine Day, Friendship Day
bullshit and Kamadeva
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498. Somarasa is not alcohol. It is divine
intoxication.
499. How the media insults agoris. And Hindu
Sanyasis.
500. The way media insults saffron is unforgiveable.
501. Insulting Ganga and bathing Hindus.
502. HINDUTVA IS NOTHING BUT CREATIVE
CHAOS.
503. MIND IS THE PROBLEM. NO-MIND IS THE
SOLUTION.
504. TOO MUCH LOGIC KILLS THE BROTH.
505. Society expects us tto be logical. However,
man is emotional. So too much logic can drive you
mad. Drop logic.
506. CREATIVE CHAOS IS THE SOLUTION. TOO
MUCH LOGIC IS SUICIDAL.
507. THE WORLD IS BEAUTIFUL AS IT IS.
NOTHING TO DO. NOTHING TO BECOME.
508. Hindu and Human Rights.
509. One set of rules for Hindus and another set for
others – Unforgiveable.
510. MY EXPERIMENTS WITH
GREATHINDU.COM
511. RAMA SETU & SUBRAMANYAM SWAMY
512. HANUMATH JAGARAN HOMA.
513. ASHWAMEDHA YAGA. ANIMAL
SACRIFICES.
514. Nothing wrong in saying – I don’t know. It is
better to be authentically ignorant rather then fake
knowledge. There is a lot to explore in Hindutva too.
515. How media makes fun of yoga.
516. Pseudos also tamper with evidence and falsify
things.
517. Trust is the core of Hindutva. Trust is the core
around which a good life revolves.
518. Jehad in Kashmir.
519. One of my friend – a religious Hindu – was
speaking secularism. One day, he went into a
Muslim ghetto with a saffron lungi. Got beaten up,
after that he became staunch Hindutva.
520. TRUTH IS HATE FOR THOSE WHO HATE
THE TRUTH.
521. ABUSES AGAINST HINDUTVA GUYS.
522. RSS – THRIVING ON ABUSES.
523. FOUND AND LOST – HINDU TRUTHS.

524. DEMOGRAPHIC SIEGE.
525. THE MYTH OF ST. THOMAS.
526. PERVERSION OF POLITICAL
PARLANCE IN INDIA
527. Poonam Pandey and Mugdha
Godse: Showing Brahmin women in a
bad light is a part of jehadi design.
Remember Mangal Pandey and
Nathuram Godse.
528. A society that provides respect,
dignity and equal social and political
rights to women flourishes. A society
that does not put women on such high
pedestal and instead considers them
as half-intelligent as men, crooked,
ineligible to be supreme ruler, be
allowed as sex-slaves, be allowed to
be unilaterally divorced or inferior to
men, is bound to face miseries and
failures regardless of howsomuch
noble deeds they perform otherwise.
(Manu Smriti 3.56).
529. How the pseudos malign Manu
Smrithies.
530. Hindu girls forced to eat beef and
pork in Muslim majority Bengal.
531. The pseudos are trying to impose
their faith on Hindus.
The psuedos are trying to impose their
bastard faith on Hindus. They should
be kicked where it hurts most.
532. Feeling bad or negative or
horrible is nothing but low prana. Do
pranayama and correct yourself.
Breathe Deep. Don’t be stingy while
breathing. Thankfully, that Italian bitch
Sonia has not imposed a tax on
Indians for breathing.
533. Everybody is nice during
seduction. Once the work is over, they
leave quitely.
534. Nobody likes being infringed
upon. Everybody wants his personal
freedom.
535. Let there be spaces in your
relationship ll— Kahlil Gibran.
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536. This Gandhian fetish for non-violence is criminal.
Gandhi’s books should be banned in India. It is making
our youths sterile and is empowering criminal Muzzis.
537. Charity out of guilt.
538. Hindutva is not about equality. It recognises that
there are different types of people. hat is why there are
different ways to reach the ultimate. There is no single
size fits all T shirt like the minority and Mullahs and
Commies.
539. Remember there is no jehad and inquisition in
Hindu society.
540. Dharma Yuddha is not a jehad or inquisition.
541. The effects of mental conditionings: Those in Sakhi
Sampraday say that Krishna is the only man and all the
rest are females. Men following this tradition become
feminish and some even develop boobs.
542. Swami Vivekandna was for masculine Hindutva. He
didn’t like these namby pamby shit.
543. I suspect Arab petro dollars and Islamic underworld
to be behind Poonam Pandey. It is their way to insult
Brahmin girls and make them prey to Love Jehad.
544. Dattatreya and Ayappa and Venkatramana – Rich
Gods and the loot.
545. Monkeys will build Ram Temple, according to
Asthamangala.
546. Hindutva is not about getting stuck in the past. We
did have a glorious past. That does not mean we are
stuck in the past. We have a glorious present and a
future too.
547. Whenever you see some imagination arising in you,
be alert. Don’t let it grow, don’t let it become a big tree. It
will be far more difficult then for you to get rid of it
because you may become attached to it; you may have
invested many things in it; you may have started liking its
company; you may feel unsheltered without it. It is better
to cut it from the very roots in the very beginning. The
moment you see it arising in you, take care, beware
~~~~~~~ OSHO
548. Don’t be rooted in fantasies. Groomed in reality.
549. Astrology and Asthamangala and Deva Prasna
550. The logic for anti-brahminism – They are the main
stumbling block for conversion activities.
551. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN LIKE AND LOVE: If you
love a fish, you will keeep it in the aquarium and keep
looking at it. If you like it, you will eat it.
552. Confusing Lust and Love.
553. Different types of histories.
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554. DARSHAN DIRECT
EXPERIENCE. NO NEED TO
BELIEVE. THAT’S IT.
555. ý”To come to know that nothing
is good, nothing is bad, is a turning
point; it is a conversion. You start
looking in; the outside reality loses
meaning. The social reality is a
fiction, a beautiful drama; you can
participate in it, but then you don’t
take it seriously. It is just a role to be
played; play it as beautifully, as
efficiently, as possible. But don’t take
it seriously, it has nothing of the
ultimate in it.” Osho
556. Shalivahana Shaka.
557. Politics is like a toilet.
Everybody needs it… but nobody
wants to do the dirty work.
558. WHO IS THE POLITICIAN?
God was on the process of creating
the world. Four angels came in:
First Angel: Why are you creating this
world?
Second Angel: How are you creating
this world?
Third Angel: How can I help you in
creating this world.
Fourth Angel: After you finish the
world, hand it over to me.
The first angel is a philosopher. It
always asks Why. The Second Angel
is a Scientist. It always asks how?
The third angel is spiritual. It always
thinks how I can help God and the
world.
AND THE FOURTH ANGEL IS
STUPID IDIOT FUCKER
POLITICIAN.
559. What Francis Bartolomaeo, a
Portuguese traveller and historian,
saw in Malabar in 1790, he recorded
in “Voyage to East Indies”: “Most of
the men and women were hanged in
Calicut ... That barbarian Tipu Sultan
tied naked Christians and Hindus to
35
the legs of elephants ... till the bodies
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... were torn to prices. Temples and
churches were ordered to be burnt down,
desecrated and destroyed ... I myself helped
many victims to cross the Varappuzha river”
(pgs 141-142).
560. In Mysore’s famed Nandi Hills, there is
a macabre tourist spot called “Tipu’s Drop” the infamous steep cliff (of 600 metres i.e.
almost 2000 feet) - from where Tipu
“dropped” (threw down) Hindus and
Christian prisoners to their deaths, when
they refused to convert to Islam.
561. Hampi destructions. The same Tippu
is being lionized.
562. The way Muslims treated Christians.
563. How Hindus were tortured by Muslims
during the so-called Islamic rule.
564. Why shouldn’t gay men bother with
Love Jihad? Or for that matter bisexuals?
After all, according to PBUH’s sock-puppet
Allah who proclaims in the Qu’ran that every
Muslim man who practises Jihad (kills,
rapes or loots Kafirs) will get Sawab and
proceed straight to a Jannah (Islamic Porn
Paradise) where 72 horny Houris (big
busted female virgins) and 28 Gilmans
(pearl-like boys) will give him relentless
sexual orgies with unending orgasms. So,
that means every Muslim man secretly
aspires for gay and bisexual sexual romps.
Some, like Salman and the “Bacha Baazi”
Pathans, cannot wait patiently until the
afterlife and so they start off showing their
Gay Jihad in this life itself...
565. Shivaji was wrong and created a bad
precedent in not using the Muzzi princess..
Even Savarkar censored him for that.
566. Let love be love, don’t give it a name.
All relationships are temporary but love is
eternal so just be peaceful and believe that I
am yours. Just be happy and bring
happiness to others. With love you can win

over everything. So put all your effort. - Sri Sri
567. FDI and FIIs only contribute lesser than
2% of total Indian market. India Should
understand that FDI and FII wants us rather
than we wanting them. However, this FDI is
also like fuckshit secularism. Pseudos
always support it.
568. If the Army chief is frustrated with the
corrupt Congress Government, what can the
common man expect?
569. LOVE PEOPLE AND USE THINGS,
DO NOT LOVE THINGS AND USE
PEOPLE. ~Anonymous~
570. Small man talks about things. Average
man talk about people.. great men talk about
ideas. The greatest man is rooted in
nothingness.
571. Oversimplification kills the broth. You
can’t teach nuclear physics to a baboon.
572. Remember one thing – Be centred first
and then get scattered.
573. Meditation is like archery. The more
you pull yourself inside, the greater will be the
force released.
574. Those who don’t study history are
condemned to repeat it.
575. The memory of Herman
Lundborg (1868-1943) is insolubly linked to
the Swedish State Institute of Eugenics that
he headed, and thus lives in
infamy.Eugenics was the pseudoscientific
belief that human populations deteriorated
over time unless care was taken to weed out
weak specimens and keep them from
procreating. Somehow, these allegedly weak
specimens tended to have foreign looks and/
or a low income and education. But the
social pseudo-Darwinism of the early 20th
century explained that people were poor and
uneducated because they were stupid, and
they were stupid because they had bad
genes. Bad blood. They needed to be culled
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from the flock, or more humanely, sterilised,
not necessarily with their informed consent.
Hindutva and Eugenics and tales by the
pseudo Indian media / academics.
576. Linking RSS with Nazis – the old Indian
Media trick. Koenraad Elst exposed them.
577. Hindus have lost a great friend. Hitchens
is the man who took on fraud Mother Theresa
and imbecile Gandhi.
578. Shalivahana, Vikramaditya and
Hindutva.
579. The best thing to do here is to take the
advice of genuine Hindu historians like R.C.
Majumdar and Sita Ram Goel, which is to
ignore the P.N. Oak school of history. Let it
pass gently into the night.
580. Beauty and beast is not a fairy tale. It is
a reality. I have seen so many beauties
running away with wild ugly beasts.
581. Civilized women have primitive
fantasies. That is why the story of beauty and
beast.
582. Life is a matter of delicate balance.
583. Capitalism is not the cause of
blackmarkets.
584. It is not corruption but lack of wealth.
585. Stuffing inner emptiness.
586. Osho – the ultimate deconstructionist
587. Hindutva is about growth. Remember
that.
588. The second birth has to take place
through meditation – the divine meditation.
589. Sanyas is not a mind game. It is a soul
game
590. Advaita is not monotheism. It means no
two – no division. That’s all.
591. Visarjan means dissolution,
dissolution into the divine, immersion in
the divine
592. Sloppy language and logic of RSS
leaders.
593. Christians punished Hindus for 150
years. So we can nmever celebrate
Chirstimas.
594. Pope should apologise to Hindus for
torture.
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595. This Christimas, I insist that the Pope
shoul.d apologise to Hindus for Christian
inquisitoins in India. If the Pope could
apologize for Galileo’s inquisitions, surely, he
should also not forget us HIndus. My forefathers
were persecuted by those bastard Roman
Catholic Portugese Christians... and an
apology is due to me.
596. Whenever I speak anything about
terrorism, pseudos accuse me of hate speech
as if I have terrorised.
597. Jealous Brahmins in RSS: Quite natural.
598. Time to put an end to cock and bull
colonial stories.
599. There is a lot to reform. Our kids are fed
colonial nonsense in the name of modern
education.
600. Salman Khan urinated in his pant at the
sight of Bal Thackeray.
601. Hindus always fight defiantly.
602. Everybody is a kid. Nobody grows
beyond the age of 16. Even an Old Man’s
pupils dilates at the sight of a perfect figure.
603. The 800 year of Muslim rule in India is a
myth. If Muslims had actually ruled India for 800
years, we would have all been circumcised by
now. But Hindus actively resisted and repulsed
the Muslim invaders. The Chambal Dakus,
Rana Pratap, Raput, Sikhs and Marathas were
constantly a pain in the ass for the Muzzis. Hari
Singh Nalwa and the Peshwas actually drove
out the Muslim invaders till the Sindh region. If
not for the British treachery, India would have
beeen a Hindu Rashtra for now.
604. True, the massively edited Indian history
by the leftist comrades and secularists projects
Britishers as the sole antagonists , responsible
for creating divides in a so called “gangajamuni tehzeeb”.
605. People can accept corruption.. but they
can’t tolerate a honest man. It gives them an
inferiority complex. I have faced that problem a
number of times. Several were trying thier best
to convince me that I am corrupt.
606. Is it the reason behind people not able to
stand Baba Ramdev? Or many from RSS? :)
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607. I am against two types of hangover —
colonial hangover and fucking hangover. RSS
can eliminate colonial hangover. Osho can
eliminate that fucking hangover. At the end of
the day, be authentic. I don’t mind the alcoholic
hangover. That is par for the course — a small
intoxication is okay.
608. India’s first Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru himself was a victim of colonial hangover
since he was Cambridge educated. The
hangover continues even today. Only Sanjay
Gandhi and Varun Gandhi have managed to
come out of it.
609. One non-vegetarian idiot told me that he
eats meat to ensure ecological balancing.
610. Zero, one, two and infinity - the four
modes of Hindutva. Zero stands for Atheism,
one stands for theism, two stands for duality..
Infinity for non-duality.
611. Hindutva reaches its crescendo on
advaita.
612. Why do politicians invariably support
Islamic terrorism? Answer: Petro Dollars and
Intellectual terrorism.
613. The Muslim mosque – a State within a
State.
614. The subtle Christians.
615. British to Vivekanand: Cant U wear
proper cloths to be a Gentleman?
Vivekanand: In your Culture Dress makes
Gentleman but in our Culture CHARACTER
makes Gentleman..
616. ISKCON and Gaudiya Sampradaya –
that’s the only monotheism in Hindutva.
617. Life is very simple and fun. All that you
need is food to eat and someone to fuck
(biological necessity). However, Idiots make it
difficult and complicated through thousand and
one restrictions, expectations and demands.
618. Freud was right in stating that 99.99
percent of mental problems have its origin in
the F word.
619. Don’t make a fetish of suffering.
620. Yoga only makes you natural.
621. Yogis are babies… and babies are yogis.
622. Apart from eating, drinking and fucking,
everything is an interpolation of civilization.

623. Not required. Just go on doing Yoga and
meditation. It will happen. Everybody need not
be like me. Everybody is unique.
624. Accepting inner hypocrisy is the first way
to transcend it. Realise your limitation to
transcend it.
625. It will take humanity 100 years to be
truthfully honest, accoridng to Osho. Till then, a
few rebels like me are required to give the
soceity a jolt.
626. Advaita theology and practical advaita
for infinity power and being. Only those with
infinite energy can understand advaita.
627. To see the Universe as an extension of
yourself: When you witness your own
hypocrisy, you transcend it. The courage to go
beyond the society comes only when you are
rooted in yourself. That is called Sanyas.
628. Garuda Purana, hell and Prabhupad’s
Bhagavad gita deserves to be banned.
629. Actually, sex goes by itself.
·
But iff you have complexes and afraid
of it, it will remain.
·
if you do Yoga and other exercises,
energy goes upward.
·
Sex is gravity and meditation is
levitation.
·
The more you are in meditation,
suddenly energy goes upward and
brahmacharya (celibacy) happens.
·
However, if forced, you might have
permannet sexual and mental problems. That
is how perversion happens.
·
The energy always goes upwards in
grace. It can never be forced. That is why we
are asked to do sadhana.
·
Earlier, people used to do a lot of hard
work. So they were not much lustful. Their
energy was creative. Now there is no work
and all leisure plus provocation from the
media... So there is a lot of perversion.
630. Osho was a visionary. He saw that the
seekers were suffering from mental problems
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and sexual perversions. So he told them
it is a pure biological function. Have it as
much as you want. You are bound to get
bored one day. Then intensify your
sadhana. As simple as that.
631. So it is a two way process. Dharma
Artha Kama Moksha. When all your
desire ends, it is Moksha.
632. All the Muslims left in Indian sub
continent are all converts and left overs
but the damage caused by pseudo is
much greater than these converted
scums because these people have
distorted the history and glorified Muslim
rule hence we find roads named after
these invaders. What a shame for our
great nation that sacrifices made by
Rana pratap and Shivaji has been
forgotten.
633. Hindutva is not a religion of the
book.. Remember that.
634. Chetak the gallant horse of
Maharana Pratap Singh who fought
valiantly in the Battle of Haldighati.
The famous battle of Haldighati was
between Maharana Pratap Singh leading
the forces of Mewar and the Mughal army
led by Emperor Akbar’s general Man
Singh. It lasted for only four hours on 21st
June, 1576; Maharana Pratap Singh was
on his favorite, faithful and obedient
horse Chetak. Chetak was made to wear
a baby elephant’s mask to confuse the
elephants of the enemy. The Mughal army
was numerically superior, while
Maharana Pratap’s men’s morale was at
its peak. It was a fierce battle and in that
short period Pratap personally attacked
Man Singh and the folklores has it that his
horse Chetak placed his hooves on the
trunk of Man Singh’s elephant. Pratap
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threw his lance at Man Singh; unfortunately it missed the
mark and killed the elephant driver instead. Man Singh
soon retreated from the scene. However Mughal army
and their artillery finally succeeded in surrounding
Pratap
Chetak was injured badly while Pratap was trying to
attack Man Singh. He was bleeding profusely, but on
sensing his master in danger, rode him to safety. The
Mughal soldiers were chasing them; Chetak labored on
and managed to give the enemies a slip and took a final
leap over a small brook few kilometers away from the
battlefield. The brave and mighty horse, Chetak
collapsed and breathed his last, his master Maharana
Pratap Singh weeping over him. The Chetak Samadhi
is located at that spot.
635. No hard and fast dogma: Hinduism is flexible and
there are really no hard and fast rules you need to follow.
It is entirely dependant on you to choose what you want
to do. For instance, we are free to worship God in
whichever form we choose, wherever we choose, and
whenever we choose.
636. Care for the environment: You will see that the
temples have gardens and promote growing of trees
and vegetation. Even snakes, cows are given a place
and fed in some places. Animals are given protection
and shelter. The Hindu way of life is based on living in
harmony with the environment and not exploiting nature.
637. Promotes art and art forms: The Hindu temples
themselves are masterpieces of art and sculpture.
Dance and music forms an integral part of the religion
and the classical dance and music are closely tied to
Hinduism and a must for many Hindu festivals and
occasions.
638. Hindu festivals: There are lots of fun activities
associated with Hindu festivals. For Deepavali or
Diwali, playing with fireworks or crackers. For Holi,
playing with colors and the list is endless. For Hindus,
life is a celebration.
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639. The foundation of Hinduism has been laid on
the bedrock of spiritual truths. The entire structure
of Hindu life is built on eternal truths, the findings of
the Hindu Rishis or seers. That is the reason why
this structure has lasted through scores of
centuries.
640. The glory of Hinduism lies in the fact that it
has all the features of a universal religion. Its
Dharma is universal. Its doctrines are sublime. Its
philosophy is grand. Its ethics are soul-elevating.
Its scriptures are wonderful. Its Sadhanas or YogaVedanta practices are unique. It has a message to
give to a world to get rid of hatred, dissension and
war—the message of cosmic love, truth and nonviolence, the gospel of unity of Self or Upanishadic
oneness.
641. Purity is free from desire and that will come
when truth is sought . Thiruvalluvar—Kural—364
642. ALLAH WILL DESTROY THE TERRORIST
STATE OF INDIA.” (ROFL and LMAO to the
Islamic terrorists who were holding such placards.)
643. When ideological terror mixes with biological
desire, it is Love Jehad.
644. Sex is just a biological desire which should
be seen as such.
645. The Congress bastards have taxed and
starved Yoga in India while feeding the terrorists.
646. Ego is nothing but an opinion — your own
opinion about yourself.
647. No machismo. Allow fear to take over.
648. Pure witnessing. Osho – A thought arises
only because one wants to do something
649. Don’t get fed up with the world. Get fed up
with the desire. The world is beautiful. Desire is
ugly. That’s all.
650. Girls find RSS guys romantic because they
preach.. and don’t make love.
651. Creative Chaos, internet censorship and
Hindutva.
652. A true-blue brahmin should lead Hindus not
impotent businessmen who can’t think beyond
money.

653. I don’t hate the 4 Ms. I get bored
with their arguments.
654. You can fight with love too.
Remember Sri Krishna was smiling in
Kurukshetra.
655. When the joke is on you, it is a PJ.
656. Don’t dare to attack Islamic
terrorism. It is hate speech.
657. When it comes to Islamic terrorism,
Pseudosecularists suffer from a mental
block.
658. all these pseudos have problems
with a simple rustic earthy man like me.
659. Rape, domination and criminals.
660. Sports, Nimbu Pani.
661. Vishwakarma for artistes,
Gandharva, Nagas, Kinnaras.
662. Indira in politics and Ambani in
business made corruption acceptable in
India. Everything followed after.. Thus
spake S Gurumurthy
663. I am wise enough to distinguish
between paid evangelists and ordinary
christians who are just leading their day to
day life without troubling others.
664. Nature has its own law of balance:
For every fool, there is a fucker.
665. Don’t be so structured and formal.
Be liquid. Be spontaneous.
666. The Emperor is naked.
667. I don’t have anything against the
banning of Prabhupad’s Bhagavad Gita..
My only condition is that the Koran, Bible
and the Communist Manifesto should be
banned along with it.
668. For instance, Prabhupad’s
Bhagavad Gita gives descriptions of
punishment in hell. Those indulging in Oral
sex will have their tongue burned etc. I
found it laughable and stupid... Sorry to
offend ISKCON followers.
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In the name of Bhagavad Gita, Prabhupad has
actually done a lot of interpolation. It is more or
less like the shoddy translation of Vedas by Max
Muller and Monier Williams.
669. Dalit Voice funded by Christian lobby.
670. When you stand for what you believe in you
can change the world
671. Aryabhatta, Jagadish Bose, Boudhyan,
Vinod Dham and much more in the world of
India’s contribution to universal science.
672. The prolem with religion is that they don’t
respect privacy. However, Hindutva has
something called as Swadharma.
673. Ecstacy – the forgotten language.
674. Astik means Isness.
675. Languages have a soul and Sanskrit is
divine.
676. The greawtest injustice to a person is to give
him a belief system.
677. “I know from personal experience that
journalists do a lot of hack jobs. If wanted, they
character assassinate you at the behest of the
ruling party. In my case, the media cannot say
anything except that I’m a troublemaker, which
doesn’t sell very well. They don’t publish anything I
say unless it becomes impossible like
now…They’ve been doing it systematically. When
elections take place, many journalists come and
ask for money, saying they’ll give favourable
coverage in return”. — Dr. Subramanian Swamy
678. “Facebook has passed 500 million
members. If Facebook was a country, it would be
the third-largest country on earth ... and by far the
least productive.” —Jimmy Kimmel
679. Islam needs Kamal Pasha while Brahmins
need Osho. Islam is about terrorism and
brahminism is about sexual repression. For me,
both are two sides of the pendulam. I believe in
being balanced.
680. Akashic records.
681. Somnath to Ram Temple.
682. Aamir Khan is also a Love jehadi: He said
he might marry Hindu women… but kid will always
be a Muzzi.
683. Illumanitis, Lganasthra and other mystic
societies. Freemasons.
684. Urine Jehad.
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685. WHY ARE DALIT LEADERS QUIET ?
THE RECENT RESERVATION TO MUSLIMS
IS FROM THE QUOTA TO OBC,AND THE
SUPREME COURT HAS ALREADY PUT A
CAP OF 50 %MAX RESEVATION ,IT
MEANS NOW THE QUOTA TO OTHER
DALITS WILL BE REDUCED AND GIVEN
TO MUSLIMS??? AND SECONDLY AS PER
CONSTITUTION RESERVATION ON
RELIGION IS NOT ALLOWED,BEST PART
IS THAT THIS WORK IS DONE BY
CONGRESS WHO CALLS ITSELF AS
“DHARMA NIRPEKSH “,IS THE SLOGAN OF
DHARMA NIRPEKSH ONLY TO QUIETEN
HINDUS????? MORE ASTONISHING IS
THAT SO CALLED DALIT LEADERS LIKE
MAYAWATI,RAM VILAS PASWAN ARE
QUIET ON THIS REDUCTION IN QUOTA TO
DALITS ?????
686. Churchianity teaches that God punishes
the wicked and rewards the virtuous; while the
philosophy of the Hindus teaches the law of
karma, that is, the law of cause and effect,
and says that God neither punishes nor
rewards, but that we punish and reward
ourselves by our deeds. Punishment and
reward are the reactions of our own actions.
687. The Western material scientists failed to
understand this Hindu view of Nature and
ridiculed it. When a Hindu worships
Dharatimata, Gaumata, Tulsimata,
Gangamata, Nagdevata, moon and sun god,
the Western scientists label the Hindus as
obscurantists, backward, etc., However,
recently, the West started to realise the
importance of Nature.
688. We go mad because we try to avoid
madness. Be deliberately mad and you will
never go mad.
689. Cognitive dissonance: The society
expects us to be logical. However, man is
emotional. Man tries to justify his emotions in
terms of logic..
690. Catharsis removes dirt and makes your
soul pure.
691. Gayatri mantras and its benefits.
692. East trusts the Master very much. The
West does not know it.
41
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693. Purposelessness of life.
694. Hindutva is about integrity, not division
695. RECONVERSIONS AND FRAYED TEMPERS
696. Happiness and bliss. IT takes great intelligence
tto be happy and unnatural to be miserable. Love is
your own nature.
697. Your NCERT text books are nothing but
Communist Manifesto in action. When BJP tried to
change it, they called it saffronisation.
698. Hinduism is not a religion of the book. You may
disbelieve Vedas and yet be a Hindu. Unlike Muzzisz
and Christians who do not understand this basic
point.
699. Time for stock taking: Whither Sangh Parivar.
Godbole.
700. Rajadharma ands Shanti Parva – Rama Jois:
Raja Dharma enjoins upon the King to protect those
who don’t follow Vedic religions too. So sickulars
need not give us advice on secularism. It is ingrained
in Hindutva.
701. When the world was counting years in 000’s,We
gave them,the concept of mahayuga & kalpa,1Kalpa
=4.32 billion yrs.
702. Be grateful to the Hindus. Without us, you cannot
even count.
703. The tragic story of partition.
704. Why are people so afraid? The answer is that
they have made themselves helpless and dependent
on others. We are so lazy, we do not want to do
anything ourselves. We want a Personal God, a
Savior or a Prophet to do everything for us.As long as
we believe ourselves to be even the least different
from God, fear remains with us; but when we know
ourselves to be the One, fear goes; of what can we be
afraid? - Swami Vivekananda
705. The dynamics of desires.
706. Pakistan is nothing but a jehadi state which
receives regular fundings from Saudi to spread
Islamic terrorism.
707. Are Hindus futuristic or past oriented? Neither it
is about the present. Be neither progressive.. nor
antiquated.. just live in the present.
708. When you see thorugh the projector, you realise
it is an illusion. The Time. Ekchart Tolle.
709. This shore is the other shore. There is nothing to
do... nowhere to go... no goals.. no mission... The
world is perfect as it is... Nothing needs to be done...
So do whatever you want to do.

710. Why Ranjit Singh is not
mentioned as the man who put an
end to Muslim rule in India? Hari
Singh Nalwa, Banda Saheb Bahadur
– Hindu icons are kept out of public
memory.
711. Along with Ranjit Singh,
Maharana Pratap, Chhatrapati
Shivaji, Hari Singh Nalwa, Banda
Saheb Bahadur, Maharaja
Chhatrasaal and Maharaja Suraj Mal
are some of the dashing Hindu icons
who paid Muzzie marauders back in
the same coin - an eye for an eye.
712. How Jain women are
manipulated by their Acharyas.
713. RSS insults Hindu activists
when they don’t obey their orders. I
have seen it and protested against it.
714. The whole humanity dept. is
fucked up by leftist thieves.
715. Atheists manipulating Hindu
temples.
716. Those in RSS don’t support
intellectual activities. That is why
those in RSS are intellectually sloppy.
717. Our present day society is sick.
It needs medication.. and that
medication is a combination of free
sex and meditation. Jai ho Osho
Maharaj. If you like to be stuck on
medieval times, you may ignore this
prescription.
718. The ultimate evolution is to rise
above your nature — From Vanara to
Nara to Narayana.
719. Free sex is all about being true
to yourself.
720. Humanity is still in primitive
steps. Evolution has a long way to
go.
721. Evolutionary biology says that
man is polygamous. It is poverty and
fear which has made woman
monogamous.
722. If you think limited, you will be
limited. Enjoy the max. Live live to the
fullest. Don’t live like a miser. Live,
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Love and Celebrate. That’s free sex for me.
723. Sex is sex — nothing casual or serious. It is
your thoughts which make it so.
724. If you really live sex, you can transcend it.
However, if you are forever scared of it. you will be
stuck in it.
725. Sex is always immature. No doubts about it.
But you have to enter into this mess in order to
transcend it.
726. If Hindus rise, Bharatvarsh will be divine. If
hindus don’t rise, then the devils will rise.
727. Life is like a pendulam which swings from one
extremity to the other , before it becomes balanced
in the end.
728. Osho – In the East, to get rid of sex is a
blessing; in the West, it is the ultimate calamity
729. Loving humanity is easy. Loving a human
being is difficult.
730. This is for all the lecture mongers who rant and
rail about universal love and humanity.
731. The secret of success is a smile that never
fades.. Never mind if it is artificial. It will be
naturalised later. – Sada Manda Hasam.
732. Collective consciousness versus individual
consciousness.
733. Subas Chandra Bose video hijacked by
Congress.
734. A conspiracy to keep revolutionaries out.. ha.
735. Logic invariably leads to suicide. Love
liberates.
736. Philistines in the mainstream.
737. Sophists with sponge.
738. Buddha won’t take you if you are immature.
739. Hatha Yoga and flowing Zen.
740. Will and surrender – two types.
741. Yoga is just energy management.
742. The pracharak system based on the monastic
order.
743. Buddha’s middle path
744. Truth is always a quantum leap.. from mind to
no-mind.
745. Darshan and philosophy the diff.
746. Identification kills the soul
747. Your centre is just a mirror which reflects..
everything is just a movie: asthavakra.
748. Islamic problem is the problem of tamas. It
has always been there
749. India is Sattwic. Europe is Rajas. Arab is
tamas.
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750. People have forgotten the language of
sattwa. they can only identify with rajas and
tamas. Thatis why this kolaveri.
751. Sadhana is to upgrade you.
752. All Masjids and Churches have to be
nationalised. Why only endowment for Hindu
Temples. Fuck Arab and Rome too.
753. It is not just Windows that need to be
updated. Even you have to update yourself
from Tamas to Rajas to Sattwa to pure spirit
— From Vanara to Nara to Narayana
(Animal, human & God). This is the central
message of Hindutva.
754. The problem of Islam/Christianity and
Naxal Communism is nothing but the
problem of tamas. It was always there.
Nothing new. A sadhaka had to confront
them then, now and even in the future. These
fucking stupid idiots are nothing but our
litmus test.
755. Happy fucking drinking vulgar new year.
The Hindu new year is decent Ugadi.
756. Mlechas, Yavanaas and Gandharvas.
Athala Suthala, Pathala, Naga Kinnara,
Yaksha,
757. Even genetically, racism is dead. Then
what is the basis for keeping Aryan Invasion
thoery in our textbooks.
758. Doubts are due to lack of pranaa.
Increase prana to enjoy life.
759. My philosophy is a mix of left, right, new
age, Hindutva and Osho. So it is very difficult
to beat me at my own game. I am
comfortable with all philosophies including
the fanatic Islam and Christian / Naxal brand.
760. Both free sex and celibacy are two
extremes. Civilization always swings like a
pendulum between the extremities of
repression and indulgence.
761. THE MID POINT IS ALWAYS
WITNESSING.
762. There is no central authority in
Hinduism like Pope/Ayotallah/ Politburo
because Dharma itself is the central
authority.
763. George Gurdieff – the first man to
experiment with psychology, Yoga, tantra,
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spirituality, mumbo jumbo. – exerted a large
influence on Osho and even on me.
764. Several ask me whether I have lost my
sanity and sense of balance.. Nothing like that, it
is just the impact of Sanyas Yog in my
horoscope.
765. This is the age of convergence. Everything
is fine.
766. Absolute power corrupts. Prospects of
losing power corrupts further.
767. This is the age of transparency. You can’t
hide things anymore.
768. EVM fraud… Congress is responsible for
keeping nation in poverty.
769. The same old wine in new bottle – The
More things change the more they remain the
same.
770. Puranas and Vyasa
771. Good luck meets good luck wherever it
goes.
772. What is the worst that can happen.
773. Even if the worst happens, it does not mean
that the best is beyond you.
774. There is a lot of space between you and the
body.
775. All the suffering is in the periphery. The
centre is always cool.
776. The terrorist blast in Mumbai on July 13,
2011, requires decisive soul-searching by the
Hindus of India. Hindus cannot accept to be killed
in this halal fashion, continuously bleeding every
day till the nation finally collapses. [...] Subramaniyam Swamy!
777. ISI concept of bleeding to death of Hindus.
778. The Guru makes you fearless.. not fearful.
He increases your pranashakti.
779. Prathama Chumbanam Dantha Bhagnam: I
prefer heart break to toothbreak. Nobody can
recognise heart break. But toothbreak cannot be
hidden.
780. There are the only two things that make life
more fruitful - how much love have you given?
And how much knowledge have you taken?
Ultimately, happiness cannot be bought by
money. You may earn millions of dollars, but you
will have to leave it here. But what you can take
with you is knowledge. What gets imprinted in the
consciousness is knowledge. Knowledge is not

what you read in a book, but it is awareness.
- Sri Sri
781. Hindutva is not one-sided. It’s not
about a dual personality. An integrated all
round personality.
782. Financial year ends March 31st.
Academic year ends on March-April.
Harvest season and Spring also comes up
somewhere around that time.... then WTF is
this new year. The real new year is on Ugadi
— Wake up.
783. Allow relaxation sex and alcohol in
moderation or else people will go mad.
784. Swami Sivananda – the herald of
Yoga.. Raja Yoga.. Annapanna… Getting the
society out of the head.
785. Post modernists, Sartre, Albert Camus.
And Franz Kafka. Ayn Rand Atlast
shurggged.
786. Intellectuals always commit suicide
because logic is split.
787. Buddha is not a revolutionary as
pseudos say. He was one in the long line of
Madhyamika seers who believed in the
middle path.
788. Polytheism and idolatry – insults
heaped on Hindutva by the medieval
barbarians… but it is no longer in demand.
789. Insults to Hindus in the name of
demystification, deconstruction and
postmodernism.
790. The pseudo Brahmin fraud theory.
791. A short skirt cannot be an excuse for a
rape. Your fucking ideology cannot be an
excuse to attack me.
792. Daniel Pipes and Robert Spencer are right regarding Islamic
jehadi barbarities.

The truth is that Koran is a terror manual.
Terrorists are brainwashed by both Koran
and Hadiths. The terrorists are employed in
suicide squad because they are
brainwashed. They think that by bombing
Hindus and Christians, they wil reach
Heaven.
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793. Koran is not being misinterpreted. Terrorists
are using it in the right manner to spread terror.
794. Both men and women are suckers for
respectability. Even the Buddha once said that life
is easy for a person without shame.
795. do he things you want. Don’t be a football of public opinion.
796.
I
am a Hindu for the simple reason that I love
freedom. So... if anybody wants to insult Hindutva,
then he has to be prepared for my intellectual
terrorism.
797. WHY I AM A HINDU
798. Why I am not a Hindu by a terrorist
called Kancha Illiaha.
799. Dalit voice funds received by
Rajashekar Shetty.
800. Did jesus Christ die in Kashmir
801. A fool can ask more questions then a wise
man can answer.
802. Migration theory or invasion theory
803. Witzel and Harvard dadagiri
804. The greatest ecstacy is to know yourself.
805.

Siphoning Hindu Temples.

806.

Crooked Brahmins, gays and Dalits – Lobbies within the saffron

brigade.
807.

Harvard University cheating Hindus:

808.

Chronology and morals .

809.

Underestimating revolutionaries Gandhian sztyle.

810.

The bankrupt Dravidian ideology of Tamil Nadu.

811.

It is not money which makes a rich life. It is a rich life that

attracts money.
812.

Sanskrit is not a dead language. It is living, alive and the best of

all.

813. The present Government of India is antiHindu. It has taxed Yoga and is about to declare
Sanskrit as a dead langauge. The Government of India is
anti-Hindu.

814.
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Energy Vampires. Stay away from the people who suck

you or be self-confident.

815. Hindutva is beyond vedas and rishis
and saints. We are not restricted to a
single book, ideology or a saint. Hindutva
is ever-flowing.
816. Hindutva is just Hinduness. It is
ever-flowing, ever-refining, allencompassing. It is not restricted to
anything. It is also there in Briashpati
agama. The word Hindu is there in tantric
scriptures.
817. There is no logical evidence for god.
There can never be.
818. Don’t base Hindutva on the findings
of silly Indologists who took their pay
packet from their colonial masters.
819. All the 33 crore Gods exists in the
mind. That does not mean they are false.
They are states of beings.
820. The word Hindu was very much there
even before Islam came into existence. It
is also mentioned in the Greek chronicler
Megasthenes. It was there in Meru Tantra
and even in Brihaspati Agama.
821. Raja Dharma ordained that the King
has to protect even those who do not
follow the Vedas. This is ample proof that
Hindutva sees beyond Vedas.
822. Idol worship is wrong in itself… but
when you see divinity in the entire
universe, it extends even to the idols.
823. The word Hindu has more
geographical connotation rather than
religious. So you can also say that Hindu
is a geographical expression.
824. Sanatana Dharma is forever. That is
why it is called Sanatana (eternal).
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825. Just having a beautiful body does
not make you beautiful. You need a
beautiful mind, heart and soul to
supplement it.
826. Who said Mother Theresa is
unselfish. She is a Church plant.
827. The best way to be beautiful is to
be natural.
828. If you cannot feel nature, then you
can never feel your inner Guru.
829. Don’t base Hindutva on the
findings of silly Indologists who took
their pay packet from their colonial
masters.
830. The face reflects your spiritual
status too.
831. From the ego to the universal
spirit.
832. The Indian Government
(Congerss) does not know Hindutva. It
receives instruction from the Vatican.
Or else, they ought not to have
ventured into the misadventure of
seeking to declare Sanskrit as a dead
language.
833. William Jones, Richard Burton.
834. Dharma will be there even iff the
human race becomes extinct.
835. Paki Muslim hypocrisy. They are
fucked by the Arabs and they get
smart in India and US.
836. How the British kicked out the
Moplahs who raped.
837. There are still sensible Muslims.
Hey Paki.. Go Home.
838. Clash of Civilization. Clash of
Faith and Samuel Huntington.

839. There are 3 types of Muslims – Fanatic
Overliberal and Balanced.
840. Idol worship is wrong in itself… but when you
see divinity in the entire universe, it extends even to
the idols. Then you can see the formless even in the
form.
841. The name Idol worship itself is misguided. Who
worships Idols... may be some ignorant nuts might
do. But Sadhaks use the Idols to connect to the God.
Just like Om is used to connect to the God.
842. If one has to worship, he HAS to use one or the
other manifest object. Because he cant perceive the
un-manifest. Arya samaji’s may not use a form but
they use mantra/sound (which is again a manifest
object). How is this different from using an image..
843. Even if you give up image, sound etc, you cant
give up mind, which is again a manifest thing.
844. Initially, I was apologetic about my sexuality....
However, after seeing the deviant pervert LGBT
(Lesbians, Gays, Bisexuals and Transsexuals)
brigade, I am now proud of heterosexuality.
845. Cow and evolution Darwin.
846. Hindu nationalists have two aims.. (1) They
have to keep the fanatic ideologies of Islam,
Christianity, Communism and capitalism at bay (2).
They have to protect and safeguard the ancient
spiritual traditions.
847. Abrahamic Gods are vengeful and dictatorial
like a tribal chief, while the Hindu God is Sat Chit
Ananda (Truth, consciousness & bliss).
848. Dharma is greater then God.. Remember
Panduranga Vitala.
849. You can’t eat money, drink money and fuck
money. It is totally useless. This is for the fools who
run after money.
850. Muzzi dickheads not just fuck. They also
convert.
851. Macualay blame – how right.
852. The Camera blackmail and Nithyananda
Paramahamsa.
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853. Sex is a natural hypnotism. I heard that
even foreign souls have the ability to pull the
strings and make you lustful just to ensure that
they have a womb through u.
854. Through hypnosis, you can remove the
sexual faculty... because sex itself is a
hypnosis. Although, meditation is dehypnosis.
855. ADVICE TO THE PSEUDO HUMAN
RIGHTS LOBBY IN INDIA: “If the act of killing
anybody is violence, then to allow anybody to
kill noble & innocent people is equally a
violent act. Naturally to stop such killing even
by violence is non-violence”
856. When the inner dance surfaces, the
world becomes fresh and lively.
857. Prasad is grace. Visarjan is dissolution.
Pratistha is establishment and Somarasa is
divine intoxication — the meaning and
distortion of Sanskrit words is free for all.
858. Sunrise is like logic. It’s precise. Rainfall
is emotional. It is unpredictible.
859. All the RSS chiefs were english
educated. That is why they are called as Sir
Sanghchallak.
860. Logic is prostitute. Emotion is
housewife.
861. If you know the art of managing people,
you don’t need money
862. With due regards to eminent scientists
and inventors, science is still in a primitive
stage
863. Hindu Kings and pure bad luck.
864. According to philosopher Jeaneane
Fowler, Hinduism can never be neatly slotted
into any particular belief system — monism,
theism, monotheism, polytheism, pantheism,
panentheism — for all these systems are
reflected in its many facets.
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865. Police Department is also a sucker for Arab
petro dollars. Now they have fixed Rama Sena
activists for hoisting Paki flags.
866. The left RSS filters on Islamic terrorism
shold be exposed.
867. When it comes to Hindutva, the Sangh
Parivar does not like competition. So it tries to
kill the competition whether it is Rama Sena in
Karnataka, Sanathan Samstha in Maharashtra,
Hindu Samhati in Bengal or Mahasabha in north.
Easier said then done. The parivar’s mild
Hindutva does not cut ice with staunch Hindus.
868. Peculiar behaviour of RSS guys: They want
power… but they don’t know what to do with it.
They always want the remote control.. but don’t
know what to do with it. Not an issue for
me.Atleast, the Congress is clear in its agenda –
LOOT LE INDIA.
869. Ram Punyani and Jyotirmoy Sharma –
professional RSS baiters.
870. Once veteran RSS leader Moropant Pingle
told the then RSS chief Rajju Bhaiyya that they
wanted both the opposition and the ruling party to
be headed by a Swayamsewak. So that when
the Sangh blows the whistle, everybody should
stand in a queue. This one was reported by
Jyotirmoy Sharma – a known RSS baiter… but it
only made me smile. Today, I must say that it has
almost happened. Even Pigvijay Singh is a
swayamsewak.
871. Lie is also a truth... because...Truth never
dies. Untruth never existed — Bhagavad Gita
(XXX chapter, XXX verses). I am not as
intelligent as Zakir Naik to byheart even the verse
number.
872. Amartya Sen and other English writers –
licking the feet of their colonial masters.
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873. Indian writers in English – Licking the feet of
their colonial masters.
874. Funny but true. Gandhi loved the Gita but
denied the Kurukshetra war. He said that the war is
just in the mind and it was only symbolic. Gandhi
adviced the Brits to welcome Hitler and surrender
their position to him.
875. Indian writers in English don’t have a sense of
history. They write in a vacuum. A borrowed culture
and borrowed language we are using for
convenience fail to develop sensibility connectors.
So the words fail.
876. Jnana, Dhyana, Bhakti and Vairagya should
come together. if you don’t have even one of them,
you are imbalanced.
877. Donating Rs. 25 crore to Cambridge
University through Indian Tax Payers kitty is a sign
of colonial slavery.
878. Hindu Helpline has led to credible evidence
about Love Jehad.
879. History will remember Osho as a milestone
in the evolution of mankind.
880. Any religion that has its origin in Hindusthan
is a part of Hindu Dharma. So Jains, Buddhists
and Sikhs are also Hindus.
881. Sanyas is freedom from all ego trips.
882. Occultism and mysticism.
883. Indian historians don’t know history. They only
know fiction.
884. Whenever people say “We mustn’t be
sentimental,” you can take it they are about to do
something cruel. And if they add “We must be
realistic,” they mean they are going to make
money out of it. —Brigid Brophy
885. Hindus and Muslims were friends. British
came with a magic wand and made them
enemies. This is what Indian historians expect me
to believe as the gospel truth. Fancy stuff...
886. Maturity is regaining your lost innocence.
887. A castrated bull is not a brahmachari.

888. Media attacks only Hindu religious
practices.. not others.
889. Gandhi as a British policeman.
890. Subhas Bose and Sepoy Mutiny.
891. INA.
892. Dalit terrorism has to end.
893. Attack madesnana but condone
Moharrum whip lashing.
894. Dressing is a part of individual
freedom. We should start attacking the
Love Jehadi Islamic terrorists rather than
blame our girls for wearing revealing
outfits.
895. The ruins of Hampi and Muslim
devestation.
896. Raja Dahir and astrologers…
Tippu.
897. Sevika Samiti dynamics..
Suryanamaskar with a twist so that
boobs don’t touch the ground.
898. The most dangerous terrorism in
India is : 1. Islamic t errorism. 2. Maoist
Terror 3. Evangelical terror 4. Dalit
terror... in that order.
899. Dalit terror is funded by the
evangelists to divide Hindu society.
Dalits are nothing but a stick for
christians to beat Hindus with.
900. Lies, damned lies and statistics —
Government figures are invariably
fudged by our pseudo intellectuals to suit
their own ends. Remember Kapil Sibals
argument that there were profits through
2G despite 1.76 lakh crore loss.
901. Rape is not a part of sexual games.
It is a part of power games and all power
games end up in criminality. Jiski Lati
Uski Bains.
902. There is nothing wrong with
materialism. Extreme materialism
makes you a philistine. Nothing wrong
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with spiritualism too. Too much spiritualism
leads to hallucination.
903. Don’t wait for others to wipe away your
sadness. Wipe it out yourself.
904. Dravidian text found in Iran. Is that not
interesting? So Dravidians must have come
all the way or might have gone either way.
So Aryan migration theory is gaining ground.
905. The Aryan Invasion flies in the face of
logic.
906. Saraswat – the best of river, the best of
goddess and the best of mothers –
Amitame, Naditame, Saraswati.
907. 8 crore death of Hindus according to
historians
908. Must read historians: Eliot & Dowson,
Firistha, Jadunath Sarcar and R C
Majumdar.Wakankar, Kalyanaraman,
Shriram Sate and the Voice of India
historians.
909. Badpressing Pagans to convert the
innocent.
910. Tamil Brahmi script in Egypt.
911. Dwaraka realities.
912. Rama Setu.
913. Catherine’s Mayos gutter inspector
report.
914. RSS history — one is by K R Malkhani
– the RSS story – a little bit of hagiography.
915. The other is by Walter Anderson and
Shridhar Damle – the brotherhood in saffron
916. The other is by Indian American
anthropologist Ramesh N Rao The other is
by Koenraad Elst.
917. Anti-RSS authors are Jyotirmoy
Sharma, Ram Punyani and French writer
Christopher Jafferlotte.
918. Yoga, Yantra, Tantra, Mantra, Yajna,
Havana….
919. The material world runs on favours. The
spiritual world runs on unconditional love.
920. Indian fakie historians exposed by
gadfly Shourie.. excellent book .. so is the
one on Ambedkar.
921. Hit it right. Hindutva is not an ideology
of hate. It is unconditional love.
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922. Garuda Purana is the Bible & Koran of
Hindutva. It contains details of tortures in hell and
apsaras in heaven. Fortunately, Hindus don’t take
it seriously. The priest comes and rants some
mantras with some formal havans. He takes his
dakshina. Everybody is happy after a heavy meal
devoured after giving the initial offering to the
crow. If Hindus had taken Garuda Purana
seriously, I shudder to think of the consequences.
923. Exorcists are an important part of the rites.
924. Exorcists, astrologers and faith-healers were
the doctors and engineers of the yesteryears. They
are still in demand, especially when the modern
techniques fail to yield results. Every building that
comes up in tune is Vaastu compliant and spiritresistant.
925. SPIRITUAL VAGABOND
926. SHRISHASANA IS THE KING.
927. PADMASANA IS THE KING OF SEATED
ASANAS.
928. Living in the present is the greatest joy. Gita
calls such a person as Stithaprajna – the man who
is ever rooted in the moment.
929. Danielou – India a wonder that was.
930. Encyclopedia of Hinduism by the
Ramakrishna Mission monk.
931. Shruthies are accorded the highest priority in
Hindutva.
932. So matured texts like Upanishads are the
highest in rank.
933. Purnamadam Purnamidam. It’s all about
completeness.
934. Did the colonialists loot the scriptures too?
935. Especially, the Germans.
936. Growing beyond the organisation: Vajpayee
is the only person in RSS who outgrew the
organisation. Even Modi is subject to checks and
checkmates. As they say, every rule has only one
exception. If Modi becomes the Prime Minister,
RSS will well be the Free Masons of India.
937. Almost all the US Presidents have their foot
deep in mystical societies.. Nehru was a secular
fool. Indira Gandhi was into mumbo-jumbo with
Dhirendra Brahmachari teaching her fuckasana
and handing her amulets for protection. Even Rajiv
Gandhi was a secret sucker for tantric vidhis. The
present Super Prime Minister Sonia Antonio
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Maino has her witchcraft spells directly from the
Vatican and the mafia called Opus Dei.
938. Nivruthi and Pravruthi.
939. Rama Setu and the resurgence of Hindutva.
940. Tantra, Yoga and meditation are not restricted to
Hindus although it has a Hindu origin. Any one can
practice these techniques, its not religion, no belief is
needed. You don’t need to be a Jew to believe in
relativity theory just because Einstein was Jew.
941. Mediocre logicians and techies can never
understand the dynamics of a creative mind. You
need to be crazy to be a genius.
942. Even among Muslims, there are 3 types: There
are the fanatics. There are the liberals and there are
the balanced... However, the problem is that the
fanatics are loud and dominating.
943. Salman Rushdie and VS Naipaul == Indian
writers in English who bucked the trend.
944. Why RSS has not succeeded in the media front.
945. Why Internet Hindus are succeeding.
946. The Hindu solution for world peace.
947. Technology and pragmaticism is the key.
948. The Sangh strategy: Disown those who are
unpopular.. Own those who are successful.
949. Minority appeasement by Sangh leaders in the
name of RMM.
Legally, one can wear anything in India. Remember,
the official dress of India is Langot. In places like
Kerala and even in tribes, there was no upper clothe
for women.
950. India is the land of Kamasutra too.
951. Your clothes conceal your beauty.. but they hide
not your ugliness — Kahlil Gibran.
952. Remember, Mahavira and Bahubali — the
proud enlightneed naked souls of India.
953. Let there be spaces in your relationship.
954. Anybody can fuck down there. It takes brains to
fuck brains.
955. I am not a moralist. I believe in enjoying life and
celebrating life... and if sick repressed people get
angry at me, it’s not my fault.
956. I feel happy when I see women enjoying. Even
women enjoy my company because I encourage them
to be happy.
957. For a brahmachari, a woman is like a Mother.
For a repressed guy, a woman is a slut. For a lover,
she is a princess.

958. Science is knowing more and
more about less and less. Hindutva is
knowing more and more about more
and more. It is expansion all the way.
959. Savarkar and Sadgunna Vikrutti:
He didn’t like the docile pacifism of
being goody-goody and rightly so. We
have to be tough on roughness.
960. Both capitalism and Communism
are like brothers.
961. EAST & WEST and the Twains of
course.
962. Kundalini is the upward flow of
sexual energy
963. Spare the sword and spoil the
Nation – Compulsory military training is
good for the nation.
964. By Hindu Standards, life is Sat
Chit Ananda — so live, love and be
happy.
965. Without meditation, the world is
pure shit
966. Love is not a means. It is the end.
967. Commie spread lies whenever
they want to. They projected Hitler as a
vegetarian to insult veggies. Now they
are projecting Swami as a nonvegetarian to insult veggies.
Nobody has written the Hindu history
because Hindutva is vast and
contradictory like life. But somebody
has to do it.. Hindutva is all about total
freedom and I delight in contradictions.
So here it is in your hands and before
your eyes.
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